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Abstract—For the additive white Gaussian noise channel with
average codeword power constraint, sparse superposition codes
are developed. These codes are based on the statistical high-
dimensional regression framework. The paper [IEEE Trans.
Inform. Theory 55 (2012), 2541 – 2557] investigated decoding
using the optimal maximum-likelihood decoding scheme. Here
a fast decoding algorithm, called adaptive successive decoder, is
developed. For any rate R less than the capacity C communication
is shown to be reliable with exponentially small error probability.
Index Terms—gaussian channel, multiuser detection, succes-
sive cancelation decoding, error exponents, achieving channel
capacity, subset selection, compressed sensing, greedy algorithms,
orthogonal matching pursuit.
I. INTRODUCTION
The additive white Gaussian noise channel is basic to Shan-
non theory and underlies practical communication models.
Sparse superposition codes for this channel was developed
in [24], where reliability bounds for the optimal maximum-
likelihood decoding were given. The present work provides
comparable bounds for our fast adaptive successive decoder.
In the familiar communication setup, an encoder maps
length K input bit strings u = (u1, u2, . . . , uK) into
codewords, which are length n strings of real numbers
c1, c2, . . . , cn, with power (1/n)
∑n
i=1 c
2
i . After transmission
through the Gaussian channel, the received string Y =
(Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn) is modeled by,
Yi = ci + i for i = 1, . . . , n,
where the i are i.i.d. N(0, σ2). The decoder produces an
estimates uˆ of the input string u, using knowledge of the
received string Y and the codebook. The decoder makes a
block error if uˆ 6= u. The reliability requirement is that, with
sufficiently large n, that the block error probability is small,
when averaged over input strings u as well as the distribution
of Y . The communication rate R = K/n is the ratio of the
number of message bits to the number of uses of the channel
required to communicate them.
The supremum of reliable rates of communication is the
channel capacity C = (1/2) log2(1 + P/σ2), by traditional
information theory [30],[16]. Here P expresses a control on
the codeword power. For practical coding the challenge is to
achieve arbitrary rates below the capacity, while guaranteeing
reliable decoding in manageable computation time.
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Solution to the Gaussian channel coding problem, when
married to appropriate modulation schemes, is regarded as
relevant to myriad settings involving transmission over wires
or cables for internet, television, or telephone communications
or in wireless radio, TV, phone, satellite or other space
communications.
Previous standard approaches, as discussed in [18], entail
a decomposition into separate problems of modulation, of
shaping of a multivariate signal constellation, and of coding.
As they point out, though there are practical schemes with
empirically good performance, theory for practical schemes
achieving capacity is lacking. In the next subsection we
describe the framework of our codes.
A. Sparse Superposition Codes
The framework here is as introduced in [24], but for clarity
we describe it again in brief. The story begins with a list
X1, X2, . . . , XN of vectors, each with n coordinates, which
can be thought of as organized into a design, or dictionary,
matrix X , where,
Xn×N = [X1 : X2 : . . . : XN ].
The entries of X are drawn i.i.d. N(0, 1). The codeword
vectors take the form of particular linear combinations of
columns of the design matrix.
More specifically, we assume N = LM , with L and M
positive integers, and the design matrix X is split into L
sections, each of size M . The codewords are of the form Xβ,
where each β ∈ RN belongs to the set
B = {β : β has exactly one non-zero in each section,
with value in section ` equal to
√
P(`)}.
This is depicted in figure 1. The values P(`), for ` = 1, . . . , L,
chosen beforehand, are positive and satisfy
L∑
`
P(`) = P, (1)
where recall that P is the power for our code.
The received vector is in accordance with the statistical
linear model Y = Xβ + ε, where ε is the noise vector
distributed N(0, σ2I).
Accordingly, with the P(`) chosen to satisfy (1), we have
‖β‖2 = P and hence, E‖Xβ‖2/n = P , for each β in B.
Here ‖.‖ denotes the usual Euclidian norm. Thus the expected
codeword power is controlled to be equal to P . Consequently,
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Fig. 1. Schematic rendering of the dictionary matrix X and coefficient vector
β. The vertical bars in the X matrix indicate the selected columns from a
section.
most of the codewords have power near P and the average
power across the ML codewords, given by,
1
ML
∑
β∈B
‖Xβ‖2/n
is concentrated at P .
Here, we study both the case of constant power allocation,
where each P(`) is equal to P/L, and a variable power allo-
cation where P(`) is proportional to e−2 C `/L. These variable
power allocations are used in getting the rate up to capacity.
This is a slight difference from the setup in [24], where the
analysis was for the constant power allocation.
For ease in encoding, it is most convenient that the section
size M is a power of two. Then an input bit string u of length
K = L log2M splits into L substrings of size log2M and
the encoder becomes trivial. Each substring of u gives the
index (or memory address) of the term to be sent from the
corresponding section.
As we have said, the rate of the code is R = K/n input
bits per channel uses and we arrange for arbitrary R less than
C. For the partitioned superposition code this rate is
R =
L logM
n
.
For specified L, M and R, the codelength n = (L/R) logM .
Thus the block length n and the subset size L agree to within
a log factor.
Control of the dictionary size is critical to computationally
advantageous coding and decoding. At one extreme, L is a
constant, and section size M = 2nR/L. However, its size,
which is exponential in n, is impractically large. At the other
extreme L = nR and M = 2. However, in this case the
number of non-zeroes of β proves to be too dense to permit
reliable recovery at rates all the way up to capacity. This can be
inferred from recent converse results on information-theoretic
limits of subset recovery in regression (see for eg. [37], [2]).
Our codes lie in between these extremes. We allow L to
agree with the blocklength n to within a log factor, with M
arranged to be polynomial in n or L. For example, we may let
M = n, in which case L = nR/ log n, or we may set M = L,
making n = (L logL)/R. For the decoder we develop here,
at rates below capacity, the error probability is also shown to
be exponentially small in L.
Optimal decoding for minimal average probability of error
consists of finding the codeword Xβ with coefficient vector
β ∈ B that maximizes the posterior probability, conditioned
on X and Y . This coincides, in the case of equal prior
probabilities, with the maximum likelihood rule of seeking
arg min
β∈B
‖Y −Xβ‖.
Performance bounds for such optimal, though computationally
infeasible, decoding are developed in the companion paper
[24]. Instead, here we develop fast algorithms for which we
can still establish desired reliability and rate properties. We
describe the intuition behind the algorithm in the next section.
Section II describes the algorithm in full detail.
B. Intuition behind the algorithm
From the received Y and knowledge of the dictionary,
we decode which terms were sent by an iterative algorithm.
Denote as
sent = {j : βj 6= 0} and other = {j : βj = 0}.
The set sent consists of one term from each section, and
denotes the set of correct terms, while other denotes the set
of wrong terms. We now give a high-level description of the
algorithm.
The first step is as follows. For each term Xj of the
dictionary, compute the normalized inner product with the
received string Y , given by,
Z1,j =
XTj Y
‖Y ‖ ,
and see if it exceeds a positive threshold τ .
The idea of the threshold τ is that very few of the terms
in other will be above threshold. Yet a positive fraction
of the terms in sent will be above threshold, and hence,
will be correctly decoded on this first step. Denoting as
J = {1, 2, . . . , N}, take
dec1 = {j ∈ J : Z1,j ≥ τ}
as the set of terms detected in the first step.
Denoting Pj = P(`) if j is in section `, the output of the
first step consists of the set of decoded terms dec1 and the
vector
F1 =
∑
j∈dec1
√
Pj Xj ,
which forms the first part of the fit. The set of terms inves-
tigated in step 1 is J1 = J , the set of all columns of the
dictionary. Then the set J2 = J1 − dec1 remains for second
step consideration. In the extremely unlikely event that dec1
is already at least L there will be no need for the second step.
For the second step, compute the residual vector
R2 = Y − F1.
For each of the remaining terms, that is terms in J2, compute
the normalized inner product
Zres2,j =
XTj R2
‖R2‖ ,
3which is compared to the same threshold τ . Then dec2, the set
of decoded terms for the second step, is chosen in a manner
similar to that in the first step. In other words, we take
dec2 = {j ∈ J2 : Zres2,j ≥ τ}.
From the set dec2, compute the fit F2 =
∑
j∈dec2
√
Pj Xj ,
for the second step.
The third and subsequent steps would proceed in the same
manner as second step. For any step k, we are only interested
in
Jk = J − dec1 ∪ dec2 . . . ∪ deck−1,
that is, terms not decoded previously. One first computes the
residual vector Rk = Y − (F1 + . . . + Fk−1). Accordingly,
for terms in Jk, we take deck as the set of terms for which
Zresk,j = XTj Rk /‖Rk‖ is above τ .
We arrange the algorithm to continue until at most a pre-
specified number of steps m, arranged to be of the order of
logM . The algorithm could stop before m steps if either there
are no terms above threshold, or if L terms have been detected.
Also, if in the course of the algorithm, two terms are detected
in a section, then we declare an error in that section.
Ideally, the decoder selects one term from each section,
producing an output which is the index of the selected term.
For a particular section, there are three possible ways a mistake
could occur when the algorithm is completed. The first is an
error, in which the algorithm selects exactly one wrong term
in that section. The second case is when two or more terms are
selected, and the third is when no term is selected. We call the
second and third cases erasures since we know for sure that in
these cases an error has occurred. Let δˆmis,error, δˆmis,erasure
denote the fraction of sections with error, erasures respectively.
Denoting the section mistake rate,
δˆmis = 2 δˆmis,error + δˆmis,erase, (2)
our analysis provides a good bound, denoted by δmis, on δˆmis
that is satisfied with high probability.
The algorithm we analyze, although very similar in spirit,
is a modification of the above algorithm. The modifications
are made so as to help characterize the distributions of Zresk,j ,
for k ≥ 2. These are described in section II. For ease of
exposition, we first summarize the results using the modified
algorithm.
C. Performance of the algorithm
With constant power allocation, that is with P(`) = P/L for
each `, the decoder is shown to reliably achieve rates up to
a threshold rate R0 = (1/2)P/(P +σ2), which is less than
capacity. This rate R0 is seen to be close to the capacity
when the signal-to-noise ratio snr is low. However, since it is
bounded by 1/2, it is substantially less than the capacity for
larger snr. To bring the rate higher, up to capacity, we use
variable power allocation with power
P(`) ∝ e−2 C`/L, (3)
for sections ` from 1 to L.
As we shall review, such power allocation also would arise
if one were attempting to successively decode one section at
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Fig. 2. Plot of the update function gL(x). The dots measure the proportion
of sections correctly detected after a particular number of steps. Here M =
216, snr = 7, R = 0.74 and L taken to be equal to M . The height reached
by the gL(x) curve at the final step corresponds to a 0.986 proportion of
section correctly detected, and a failed detection rate target of 0.013. The
accumulated false alarm rate bound is 0.008. The probability of mistake rates
larger than these targets is bounded by 1.5× 10−3.
a time, with the signal contributions of as yet un-decoded
sections treated as noise, in a way that splits the rate C into
L pieces each of size C/L; however, such decoding would
require the section sizes to be exponentially large to achieve
desired reliability. In contrast, in our adaptive scheme, many
of the sections are considered each step.
For rate near capacity, it helpful to use a modified power
allocation, where
P(`) ∝ max{e−2C
`−1
L , u}, (4)
with a non-negative value of u. However, since its analysis is
more involved we do not pursue this here. Interested readers
may refer to documents [7], [22] for a more thorough analysis
including this power allocation.
The analysis leads us to a function gL : [0, 1] → [0, 1],
which depends on the power allocation and the various pa-
rameters L, M, snr and R, that proves to be helpful in under-
standing the performance of successive steps of the algorithm.
If x is the previous success rate, then gL(x) quantifies the
expected success rate after the next step. An example of the
role of gL is shown in Fig 2.
An outer Reed-Solomon codes completes the task of identi-
fying the fraction of sections that have errors or erasures (see
section VI of Joseph and Barron [24] for details) so that we
end up with a small block error probability. If Router = 1− δ
is the rate of an RS code, with 0 < δ < 1, then a section
mistake rate δˆmis less than δmis can be corrected, provided
δmis < δ. Further, if R is the rate associated with our
inner (superposition) code, then the total rate after correcting
for the remaining mistakes is given by Rtot = RouterR.
The end result, using our theory for the distribution of the
fraction of mistakes of the superposition code, is that the block
4error probability is exponentially small. One may regard the
composite code as a superposition code in which the subsets
are forced to maintain at least a certain minimal separation, so
that decoding to within a certain distance from the true subset
implies exact decoding.
In the proposition below, we assume that the power alloca-
tion is given by (3). Further, we assume that the threshold τ
is of the form,
τ =
√
2 logM + a, (5)
with a positive a specified in subsection VII-D.
We allow rate R up to C∗, where C∗ can be written as
C∗ = C
1 + drop∗
.
Here drop∗ is a positive quantity given explicitly later in this
paper. It is near
δM =
1√
pi logM
, (6)
ignoring terms of smaller order.
Thus C∗ is within order 1/√logM of capacity and tends
to C for large M . With the modified power allocation (4), it
is shown in [7], [22] that one can make C∗ of order 1/ logM
of capacity.
Proposition 1. For any inner code rate R < C∗, express it in
the form
R =
C∗
1 + κ/ logM
, (7)
with κ ≥ 0. Then, for the partitioned superposition code,
I) The adaptive successive decoder admits fraction of sec-
tion mistakes less than
δmis =
3κ+ 5
8C logM +
δM
2C (8)
except in a set of probability not more than
pe = κ1e
−κ2L min{κ3(∆∗)2 , κ4(∆∗)},
where
∆∗ = (C∗ −R)/C∗.
Here κ1 is a constant to be specified later that is only
polynomial in M . Also, κ2, κ3 and κ4 are constants that
depend on the snr. See subsection VII-E for details.
II) After composition with an outer Reed Solomon code the
decoder admits block error probability less than pe, with
the composite rate being Rtot = (1− δmis)R.
The proof of the above proposition is given in subsection
VII-E. The following is an immediate consequence of the
above proposition.
Corollary 2. For any fixed total communication rate Rtot < C,
there exists a dictionary X with size N = LM that is
polynomial in block length n, for which the sparse super-
position code, with adaptive successive decoding (and outer
Reed-Solomon code), admits block error probability pe that is
exponentially small in L. In particular,
lim
n→∞
1
L
log(1/pe) ≥ constmin{∆, ∆2},
where here ∆ = (C − Rtot)/C and const denotes a positive
constant.
The above corollary follows since if κ is of order
√
logM ,
then ∆∗ is of order 1/
√
logM . Further, as C∗ is of order
1/
√
logM below the capacity C, we also get that ∆inner =
(C − R)/C is also 1/√logM below capacity. From the
expression for δmis in (8), one sees that the same holds for
the total rate drop, that is ∆ = (C−Rtot)/C. A more rigorous
proof is given in subsection VII-E.
D. Comparison with Least Squares estimator
Here we compare the rate achieved here by our practical
decoder with what is achieved with the theoretically optimal,
but possibly impractical, least squares decoding of these sparse
superposition codes shown in the companion paper [24].
Let ∆ = (C−R)/C be the rate drop from capacity, with R
not more than C. The rate drop ∆ takes values between 0 and
1. With power allocated equally across sections, that is with
P(`) = P/L, it was shown in [24] that for any δmis ∈ [0, 1),
the probability of more than a fraction δmis of mistakes, with
least squares decoding, is less than
exp{−nc1 min{∆2, δmis}},
for any positive rate drop ∆ and any size n. The error exponent
for the above is correct, in terms of orders of magnitude, to the
theoretically best possible error probability for any decoding
scheme, as established by Shannon and Gallager, and reviewed
for instance in [29].
The bound obtained for the least squares decoder is better
than that obtained for our practical decoder in its freedom
of any choice of mistake fraction, rate drop and size of the
dictionary matrix X . Here, we allow for rate drop ∆ to be
of order 1/
√
logM . Further, from the expression (8), we
have δmis is of order 1/
√
logM , when κ is taken to be of
O(
√
logM). Consequently, we compare the error exponents
obtained here with that of the least squares estimator of [24],
when both ∆ and δmis are of order 1/
√
logM .
Using the expression given above for the least squares
decoder one sees that the exponent is of order n/(logM),
or equivalently L, using n = (L logM)/R. For our decoder,
the error probability bound is seen to be exponentially small in
L/(logM) using the expression given in Proposition 1. This
bound is within a (logM) factor of what we obtained for the
optimal least squares decoding of sparse superposition codes.
E. Related work in Coding
We point out several directions of past work that connect to
what is developed here. Modern day communication schemes,
for example LDPC [19] and Turbo Codes [12], have been
demonstrated to have empirically good performance. However,
a mathematical theory for their reliability is restricted only to
certain special cases, for example erasure channels [27].
These LDPC and Turbo codes use message passing al-
gorithms for their decoding. Interestingly, there has been
recent work by Bayati and Montanari [11] that has extended
the use of these algorithms for estimation in the general
5high-dimensional regression setup with Gaussian X matrices.
Unlike our adaptive successive decoder, where we decide
whether or not to select a particular term in a step, these
iterative algorithms make soft decisions in each step. However,
analysis addressing rates of communication have not been
given these works. Subsequent to the present work, an alterna-
tive algorithm with soft-decision decoding for our partitioned
superposition codes is proposed and analyzed by Barron and
Cho [6].
A different approach to reliable and computationally-
feasible decoding, with restriction to binary signaling, is in the
work on channel polarization of [4], [3]. These polar codes
have been adapted to the Gaussian case as in [1], however, the
error probability is exponentially small in
√
n, rather than n.
The ideas of superposition codes, rate splitting, and succes-
sive decoding for Gaussian noise channels began with Cover
[15] in the context of multiple-user channels. There, each
section corresponds to the codebook for a particular user, and
what is sent is a sum of codewords, one from each user. Here
we are putting that idea to use for the original Shannon single-
user problem, with the difference that we allow the number of
sections to grow with blocklength n, allowing for manageable
dictionaries.
Other developments on broadcast channels by Cover [15],
that we use, is that for such Gaussian channels, the power
allocation can be arranged as in (3) such that messages can be
peeled off one at a time by successive decoding. However, such
successive decoding applied to our setting would not result
in the exponentially small error probability that we seek for
manageable dictionaries. It is for this reason that instead of
selecting the terms one at a time, we select multiple terms in
a step adaptively, depending upon whether their correlation is
high or not.
A variant of our regression setup was proposed by Tropp
[33] for communication in the single user setup. However, his
approach does not lead to communication at positive rates, as
discussed in the next subsection.
There have been recent works that have used our partitioned
coding setup for providing a practical solution to the Gaussian
source coding problem, as in Kontoyiannis et al. [25] and
Venkataramanan et al. [36]. A successive decoding algorithm
for this problem is being analyzed by Venkataramanan et al.
[35]. An intriguing aspect of the analysis in [35] is that the
source coding proceeds successively, without the need for
adaptation across multiple sections as needed here.
F. Relationships to sparse signal recovery
Here we comment on the relationships to high-dimensional
regression. A very common assumption is that the coefficient
vector is sparse, meaning that it has only a few, in our case L,
non-zeroes, with L typically much smaller than the dimension
N . Note, unlike our communication setting, it is not assumed
that the magnitude of the non-zeroes be known. Most relevant
to our setting are works on support recovery, or the recovery of
the non-zeroes of β, when β is typically allowed to belong to
a set with L non-zeroes, with the magnitude of the non-zeroes
being at least a certain positive value.
Popular techniques for such problems involve relaxation
with an `1-penalty on the coefficient vector, for example in the
basis pursuit [14] and Lasso [31] algorithms. An alternative is
to perform a smaller number of iterations, such as we do here,
aimed at determining the target subset. Such works on sparse
approximation and term selection concerns a class of iterative
procedures which may be called relaxed greedy algorithms
(including orthogonal matching pursuit or OMP) as studied in
[21], [5], [28], [26], [10], [20], [34], [40], [23]. In essence,
each step of these algorithms finds, for a given set of vectors,
the one which maximizes the inner product with the residuals
from the previous iteration and then uses it to update the linear
combination. Our adaptive successive decoder is similar in
spirit to these algorithms.
Results on support recovery can broadly be divided into two
categories. The first involves giving, for a given X matrix,
uniform guarantees for support recovery. In other words, it
guarantees, for any β in the allowed set of coefficient vectors,
that the probability of recovery is high. The second category
of research involves results where the probability of recovery
is obtained after certain averaging, where the averaging is over
a distribution of the X matrix.
For the first approach, a common condition on the X matrix
is the mutual incoherence condition, which assumes that the
correlation between any two distinct columns be small. In
particular, assuming that ‖Xj‖2 = n, for each j = 1, . . . , N ,
it is assumed that,
1
n
max
j 6=j′
∣∣XTj Xj′ ∣∣ is O(1/L). (9)
Another related criterion is the irrepresentable criterion [32],
[41]. However, the above conditions are too stringent for our
purpose of communicating at rates up to capacity. Indeed, for
i.i.d N(0, 1) designs, n needs to be Ω(L2 logM) for these
conditions to be satisfied. Here n = Ω(L2 logM) denotes
that n ≥ constL2 logM , for a positive const not depending
upon L or M . In other words, the rate R is of order 1/L,
which goes to 0 for large L. Correspondingly, results from
these works cannot be directly applied to our communication
problem.
As mentioned earlier, the idea of adapting techniques in
compressed sensing to solve the communication problem
began with Tropp [33]. However, since he used a condition
similar to the irrepresentable condition discussed above, his
results do not demonstrate communication at positive rates.
We also remark that conditions such as (9) are required
by algorithms such as Lasso and OMP for providing uniform
guarantees on support recovery. However, there are algorithms
which provided guarantees with much weaker conditions on
X . Examples include the iterative forward-backward algorithm
[40] and least squares minimization using concave penalties
[39]. Even though these results, when translated to our set-
ting, do imply communication at positive rates is possible, a
demonstration that rates up to capacity can be achieved has
been lacking.
The second approach, as discussed above, is to assign a
distribution for the X matrix and analyze performance after
averaging over this distribution. Wainwright [38] considers X
6matrices with rows i.i.d. N(0,Σ), where Σ satisfies certain
conditions, and shows that recovery is possible with the Lasso
with n that is Ω(L logM). In particular his results hold for
the i.i.d. Gaussian ensembles that we consider here. Analogous
results for the OMP was shown by Joseph [23]. Another result
in the same spirit of average case analysis is done by Cande`s
and Plan [13] for the Lasso, where the authors assign a prior
distribution to β and study the performance after averaging
over this distribution. The X matrix is assumed to satisfy a
weaker form of the incoherence condition that holds with high-
probability for i.i.d Gaussian designs, with n again of the right
order.
A caveat in these discussions is that the aim of much
(though not all) of the work on sparse signal recovery,
compressed sensing, and term selection in linear statistical
models is distinct from the purpose of communication alone.
In particular rather than the non-zero coefficients being fixed
according to a particular power allocation, the aim is to allow a
class of coefficients vectors, such as that described above, and
still recover their support and estimate the coefficient values.
The main distinction from us being that our coefficient vectors
belong to a finite set, of ML elements, whereas in the above
literature the class of coefficients vectors is almost always
infinite. This additional flexibility is one of the reasons why
an exact characterization of achieved rate has not been done
in these works.
Another point of distinction is that majority of these works
focus on exact recovery of the support of the true of coefficient
vector β. As mentioned before, as our non-zeroes are quite
small (of the order of 1/
√
L), one cannot get exponentially
small error probabilities for exact support recovery. Corre-
spondingly, it is essential to relax the stipulation of exact
support recovery and allow for a certain small fraction of
mistakes (both false alarms and failed detection). To the best
of our knowledge, there is still a need in the sparse signal
recovery literature to provide proper controls on these mistakes
rates to get significantly lower error probabilities.
Section II describes our adaptive successive decoder in
full detail. Section III describes the computational resource
required for the algorithm. Section IV presents the tools for the
theoretical analysis of the algorithm, while section V presents
the theorem for reliability of the algorithm. Computational
illustrations are included in section VI. Section VII proves
results for the function gL of figure 2, required for the
demonstrating that one can indeed achieve rates up to capacity.
The appendix collects some auxiliary matters.
II. THE DECODER
The algorithm we analyze is a modification of the algorithm
described in subsection I-B. The main reason for the modifi-
cation is due to the difficulty in analyzing the statistics Zresk,j ,
for j ∈ Jk and for steps k ≥ 2.
The distribution of the statistic Z1,j , used in the first step,
is easy, as will be seen below. This is because of the fact that
the random variables
{Xj , j ∈ J} and Y
are jointly multivariate normal. However, this fails to hold for
the random variables,
{Xj , j ∈ Jk} and Rk
used in forming Zresk,j .
It is not hard to see why this joint Gaussianity fails. Recall
that Rk may be expressed as,
Rk = Y −
∑
j∈dec1,k−1
√
PjXj .
Correspondingly, since the event dec1,k−1 is not independent
of the Xj’s, the quantities Rk, for k ≥ 2, are no longer normal
random vectors. It is for this reason the we introduce the
following two modifications.
A. The first modification: Using a combined statistic
We overcome the above difficulty in the following manner.
Recall that each
Rk = Y − F1 + . . .− Fk−1, (10)
is a sum of Y and −F1, . . . , −Fk−1. Let G1 = Y and denote
Gk, for k ≥ 2, as the part of −Fk−1 that is orthogonal to
the previous Gk’s. In other words, perform Grahm-Schmidt
orthogonalization on the vectors Y, −F1, . . . , −Fk−1, to get
Gk′ , with k′ = 1, . . . , k. Then, from (10),
Rk
‖Rk‖ = weight1
G1
‖G1‖+weight2
G2
‖G2‖+. . .+weightk
Gk
‖Gk‖ ,
for some weights, denoted by weightk′ = weightk′,k, for
k′ = 1, . . . , k. More specifically,
weightk′ =
RTkGk′
‖Rk‖‖Gk′‖ ,
and,
weight21 + . . .+ weight
2
k = 1.
Correspondingly, the statistic Zresk,j = XTj Rk/‖Rk‖, which we
want to use for k th step detection, may be expressed as,
Zresk,j = weight1Z1,j +weight2Z2,j + . . .+weightk−1Zk,j ,
where,
Zk,j = XTj Gk/‖Gk‖. (11)
Instead of using the statistic Zresk,j , for k ≥ 2, we find it more
convenient to use statistics of the form,
Zcombk,j = λ1,k Z1,j + λ2,k Z2,j + . . .+ λk,k Zk,j , (12)
where λk′,k, for k′ = 1, . . . , k are positive weights satisfying,
k∑
k′=1
λ2k′,k = 1.
For convenience, unless there is some ambiguity, we sup-
press the dependence on k and denote λk′,k as simply λk′ .
Essentially, we choose λ1 so that it is a deterministic proxy for
weight1 given above. Similarly, λk′ is a proxy for weightk′
for k′ ≥ 2. The important modification we make, of replacing
the random weightk’s by proxy weights, enables us to give
an explicit characterization of the distribution of the statistic
7Zcombk,j , which we use as a proxy for Zresk,j for detection of
additional terms in successive iterations.
We now describe the algorithm after incorporating the above
modification. For the time-being assume that for each k we
have a vector of deterministic weights,
(λk′,k : k
′ = 1, . . . , k),
satisfying
∑k
k′=1 λ
2
k′ = 1, where recall that for convenience
we denote λk′,k as λk′ . Recall G1 = Y .
For step k = 1, do the following
• For j ∈ J , compute
Z1,j = XTj G1/‖G1‖.
To provide consistency with the notation used below, we
also denote Z1,j as Zcomb1,j .
• Update
dec1 = {j ∈ J : Zcomb1,j ≥ τ}, (13)
which corresponds to the set of decoded terms for the
first step. Also let dec1,1 = dec1. Update
F1 =
∑
j∈dec1
√
PjXj .
This completes the actions of the first step. Next, perform the
following steps for k ≥ 2, with the number of steps k to be
at most a pre-define value m.
• Define Gk as the part of −Fk−1 orthogonal to
G1, . . . , Gk−1.
• For j ∈ Jk = J − dec1,k−1, calculate
Zk,j =
XTj Gk
‖Gk‖ (14)
• For j ∈ Jk, compute the combined statistic using the
above Zk,j and Zk′,j , 0 ≤ k′ ≤ k − 1, given by,
Zcombk,j = λ1Z1,j + λ2Z2,j + . . .+ λk Zk,j ,
where the weights λk′ = λk,k′ , which we specify later,
are positive and have sum of squares equal to 1.
• Update
deck = {j ∈ Jk : Zcombk,j ≥ τ}, (15)
which corresponds to the set of decoded terms for the k
th step. Also let dec1,k = dec1,k−1 ∪ deck, which is the
set of terms detected after k steps.
• This completes the k th step. Stop if either L terms have
been decoded, or if no terms are above threshold, or if
k = m. Otherwise increase k by 1 and repeat.
As mentioned earlier, part of what makes the above work
is our ability to assign deterministic weights (λk,k′ : k′ =
1, . . . , k), for each step k = 1, . . . ,m. To be able to do so,
we need good control on the (weigthed) sizes of the set of
decoded terms dec1,k after step k, for each k. In particular,
defining for each j, the quantity pij = Pj/P , we define the
size of the set dec1,k as size1,k, where
size1,k =
∑
j∈dec1,k
pij . (16)
Notice that size1,k is increasing in k, and is a random quantity
which depends on the number of correct detections and false
alarms in each step. As we shall see, we need to provide
good upper and lower bounds for the size1,1, . . . , size1,k−1
that are satisfied with high probability, to be able to provide
deterministic weights of combination, λk′,k, for k′ = 1, . . . , k,
for the kth step.
It turns out that the existing algorithm does not provide the
means to give good controls on the size1,k’s. To be able to
do so, we need to further modify our algorithm.
B. The second modification: Pacing the steps
As mentioned above, we need to get good controls on the
quantity size1,k, for each k, where size1,k is defined as above.
For this we modify the algorithm even further.
Assume that we have certain pre-specified positive values,
which we call q1,k, for k = 1, . . . , m . Explicit expressions
q1,k, which are taken to be strictly increasing in k, will be
specified later on. The weights of combination,
(λk′,k : k
′ = 1, . . . , k),
for k = 1, . . . , m, will be functions of these values.
For each k, denote
threshk = {j : Zcombk,j ≥ τ}.
For the algorithm described in the previous subsection, deck,
the set of decoded terms for the k th step, was taken to be
equal to threshk. We make the following modification:
For each k, instead of making deck to be equal to threshk,
take deck to be a subset of threshk so that the total size of
the of the decoded set after k steps, given by size1,k is near
q1,k. The set deck is chosen by selecting terms in threshk,
in decreasing order of their Zcombk,j values, until size1,k nearly
equal q1,k.
In particular given size1,k−1, one continues to add terms in
deck, if possible, until
q1,k − 1/Lpi < size1,k ≤ q1,k. (17)
Here 1/Lpi = min` pi(`), is the minimum non-zero weights
over all sections. It is a small term of order 1/L for the power
allocations we consider.
Of course the set of terms threshk might not be large
enough to arrange for deck satisfying (17). Nevertheless, it
is satisfied, provided
size1,k−1 +
∑
j∈threshk
pij ≥ q1,k,
or equivalently,∑
j∈dec1,k−1
pij +
∑
j∈J−dec1,k−1
pij1{Zcombk,j ≥τ} ≥ q1,k. (18)
Here we use the fact that Jk = J − dec1,k−1.
Our analysis demonstrates that we can arrange for an in-
creasing sequence of q1,k, with q1,m near 1, such that condition
(18) is satisfied for k = 1, . . . ,m, with high probability.
Correspondingly, size1,k is near q1,k for each k with high
8probability. In particular, size1,m, the weighted size of the
decoded set after the final step, is near q1,m, which is near 1.
We remark that in [7], an alternative technique for analyzing
the distributions of Zcombk,j , for j ∈ Jk, is pursued, which
does away with the above approach of pacing the steps. The
technique in [7] provides uniform bounds on the performance
for collection of random variables indexed by the vectors of
weights of combination. However, since the pacing approach
leads to cleaner analysis, we pursue it here.
III. COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCE
For the decoder described in section II, the vectors Gk can
be computed efficiently using the Grahm-Schmidt procedure.
Further, as will be seen, the weights of combination are chosen
so that, for each k,
Zcombk,j =
√
1− λ2k,k Zcombk−1,j + λk,kZk,j .
This allows us to computed the statistic Zcombk,j easily from the
previous combined statistic. Correspondingly, for simplicity
we describe here the computational time of the algorithm in
subsection I-B, in which one works with the residuals and
accepts each term above threshold. Similar results hold for
the decoder in section II.
The inner products requires order nLM multiply and adds
each step, yielding a total computation of order nLMm for m
steps. As we shall see the ideal number of steps m according
to our bounds is of order logM .
When there is a stream of strings Y arriving in succession
at the decoder, it is natural to organize the computations in
a parallel and pipelined fashion as follows. One allocates m
signal processing chips, each configured nearly identically, to
do the inner products. One such chip does the inner products
with Y , a second chip does the inner products with the
residuals from the preceding received string, and so on, up
to chip m which is working on the final decoding step from
the string received several steps before. After an initial delay
of m received strings, all m chips are working simultaneously.
If each of the signal processing chips keeps a local copy of
the dictionary X , alleviating the challenge of numerous simul-
taneous memory calls, the total computational space (memory
positions) involved in the decoder is nLMm, along with space
for LMm multiplier-accumulators, to achieve constant order
computation time per received symbol. Naturally, there is the
alternative of increased computation time with less space;
indeed, decoding by serial computation would have runtime of
order nLMm. Substituting L = nR/ logM and m of order
logM , we may reexpress nLMm as n2M . This is the total
computational resource required (either space or time) for the
sparse superposition decoder.
IV. ANALYSIS
Recall that we need to give controls on the random quantity
δˆmis given by (2). Our analysis leads to controls on the
following weighted measures of correct detections and false
alarms for a step. Let pij = Pj/P , where recall that Pj = P(`)
for any j in section `. The pij sums to 1 across j in sent, and
sums to M−1 across j in other. Define in general
qˆk =
∑
j∈sent∩deck
pij , (19)
which provides a weighted measure for the number of correct
detections in step k, and
fˆk =
∑
j∈other∩deck
pij (20)
for the false alarms in step k. Bounds on δˆmis can be obtained
from the quantities qˆk and fˆk as we now describe.
Denote
δˆwght = (1−
m∑
k=1
qˆk) +
m∑
k=1
fˆk. (21)
An equivalent way of expressing δˆwght is the sum of ` from
1 to L of,∑
j∈section `
pij1{j ∈ sent∩decc1,m} + pij1{j ∈ other∩dec1,m}.
In the equal power allocation case, where pij = 1/L, one has
δˆmis ≤ δˆwght. This can be seen by examining the contribution
from a section to δˆmis and δˆwght. We consider the three
possible cases. In the case when the section has neither an error
or an erasure, its contribution to both δˆmis and δˆwght would be
zero. Next, when a section has an error, its contribution would
be 2/L to δˆmis from (2). Its contribution to δˆwght would also
be 2/L, with a 1/L contribution from the correct term (since
it is in sent∩decc1,m), and another 1/L from the wrong term.
Lastly, for a section with an erasure, its contribution to δˆmis
would be 1/L, while its contribution to δˆwght would be at least
1/L. The contribution in the latter case would be greater than
1/L if there are multiple terms in other that were selected.
For the power allocation (3) that we consider, bounds
on δˆmis are obtained by multiplying δˆwght by the factor
snr/(2C). To see this, notice that for a given weighted
fraction, the maximum possible un-weighted fraction would
be if we assume that all the failed detection or false alarms
came from the section with the smallest weight. This would
correspond to the section with weight pi(L), where it is seen
that pi(L) = 2C/(Lsnr). Accordingly, if δwght were an upper
bound on δˆwght that is satisfied with high probability, we take
δmis =
snr
2C δwght, (22)
so that δˆmis ≤ δmis with high probability as well.
Next, we characterize, for k ≥ 1, the distribution of Zk,j ,
for j ∈ Jk. As we mentioned earlier, the distribution of Z1,j is
easy to characterize. Correspondingly, we do this separately in
the next subsection. In subsection IV-B we provide the analysis
for the distribution of Zcombk,j , for k ≥ 2.
A. Analysis of the first step
In Lemma 3 below we derive the distributional properties of
(Z1,j : j ∈ J). Lemma 4, in the next subsection, characterizes
the distribution of (Zk,j : j ∈ Jk) for steps k ≥ 2 .
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Cj,R = npij ν, (23)
where ν = P/(P + σ2). For the constant power allocation
case, pij equals 1/L. In this case Cj,R = (R0/R) 2 logM is
the same for all j.
For the power allocation (3), we have
pij = e
−2C(`−1)/L(1−e−2C/L)/(1−e−2C),
for each j in section `. Let
C˜ = (L/2)[1− e−2C/L], (24)
which is essentially identical to C when L is large. Then for
j in section `, we have
Cj,R = (C˜/R) e−2C(`−1)/L(2 logM). (25)
We now are in a position to give the lemma for the
distribution of Z1,j , for j ∈ J . The lemma below shows
that each Z1,j is distributed as a shifted normal, where the
shift is approximately equal to
√
Cj,R for any j in sent, and
is zero for j in other. Accordingly, for a particular section,
the maximum of the Z1,j , for j ∈ other, is seen to be
approximately
√
2 logM , since it is the maximum of M − 1
independent standard normal random variables. Consequently,
one would like
√
Cj,R to be at least
√
2 logM for the correct
term in that section to be detected.
Lemma 3. For each j ∈ J , the statistic Z1,j can be repre-
sented as √
Cj,R (Xn/
√
n)1{j sent} + Z1,j ,
where Z1 = (Z1,j : j ∈ J1) is multivariate normal N(0,Σ1),
with Σ1 = I − δ1δT1 /P , where δ1 = νβ.
Also,
X 2n =
‖Y ‖2
σ2Y
is a Chi-square n random variable that is independent of Z1 =
(Z1,j : j ∈ J). Here σY =
√
P + σ2 is the standard deviation
of each coordinate of Y .
Proof: Recall that the Xj , for j in J , are independent
N(0, I) random vectors and that Y =
∑
j βjXj + ε, where
the sum of squares of the βj is equal to P
The conditional distribution of each Xj given Y may be
expressed as,
Xj = βj Y/σ
2
Y + Uj , (26)
where Uj is a vector in RN having a multivariate normal
distribution. Denote b = β/σY . It is seen that
Uj ∼ Nn
(
0, (1− b2j )I
)
,
where bj is the j th coordinate of b.
Further, letting U = [U1 : . . . : UN ], it follows from the
fact that the rows of [X : /σ] are i.i.d, that the rows of the
matrix U are i.i.d.
Further, for row i of U , the random variables Ui,j and Ui,j′
have mean zero and expected product
1{j=j′} − bjbj′ .
In general, the covariance matrix of the ith row of U is given
by Σ1.
For any constant vector α 6= 0, consider UTj α/‖α‖. Its joint
normal distribution across terms j is the same for any such α.
Specifically, it is a normal N(0,Σ1), with mean zero and the
indicated covariances.
Likewise define Z1,j = UTj Y/‖Y ‖. Conditional on Y , one
has that jointly across j, these Z1,j have the normal N(0,Σ)
distribution. Correspondingly, Z1 = (Z1,j : j ∈ J) is indepen-
dent of Y , and has a N(0,Σ1) distribution unconditionally.
Where this gets us is revealed via the representation of the
inner product Z1,j = XTj Y/‖Y ‖, which using (26), is given
by,
Z1,j = βj ‖Y ‖
σ2Y
+ Z1,j .
The proof is completed by noticing that for j ∈ sent, one has√
Cj,R = βj
√
n/σY .
B. Analysis of steps k ≥ 2
We need the characterize the distribution of the statistic
Zcombk,j , j ∈ Jk, used in decoding additional terms for the kth
step.
The statistic Zcombk,j , j ∈ Jk, can be expressed more clearly
in the following manner. For each k ≥ 1, denote,
Zk = XT Gk‖Gk‖ .
Further, define
Z1,k = [Z1 : Z2 : . . . : Zk]
and let Λk = (λk,1, λk,2, . . . , λk,k)T be the deterministic
vector of weights of combinations used for the statistics
Zcombk,j . Then Zcombk,j is simply the j th element of the vector
Zcombk = Z1,kΛk.
We remind that for step k we are only interested in elements
j ∈ Jk, that is, those that were not decoded in previous steps.
Below we characterize the distribution of Zcombk condi-
tioned on the what occurred on previous steps in the algorithm.
More explicitly, we define Fk−1 as
Fk−1 = (G1, G2, . . . , Gk−1,Z1, . . . ,Zk−1), (27)
or the associated σ-field of random variables. This represents
the variables computed up to step k− 1. Notice that from the
knowledge of Zk′ , for k′ = 1, ..., k − 1, one can compute
Zcombk′ , for k′ < k. Correspondingly, the set of decoded terms
deck′ , till step k− 1, is completely specified from knowledge
of Fk−1.
Next, note that in Z1,k, only the vector Zk does not
belong to Fk−1. Correspondingly, the conditional distribution
of Zcombk given Fk−1, is described completely by finding the
distribution of Zk given Fk−1. Accordingly, we only need to
characterize the conditional distribution of Zk given Fk−1.
Initializing with the distribution of Z1 derived in Lemma 3,
we provide the conditional distributions
Zk,Jk = (Zk,j : j ∈ Jk),
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for k = 2, . . . , n. As in the first step, we show that the distribu-
tion of Zk,Jk can be expressed as the sum of a mean vector and
a multivariate normal noise vector Zk,Jk = (Zk,j : j ∈ Jk).
The algorithm will be arranged to stop long before n, so we
will only need these up to some much smaller final k = m.
Note that Jk is never empty because we decode at most L, so
there must always be at least (M−1)L remaining.
The following measure of correct detections in step, ad-
justed for false alarms, plays an important role in characteriz-
ing the distributions of the statistics involved in an iteration.
Denote
qˆadjk =
qˆk
1 + fˆk/qˆk
, (28)
where qˆk and fˆk are given by (19) and (20).
In the lemma below we denote NJk(0,Σ) to be multivariate
normal distribution with dimension |Jk|, having mean zero and
covariance matrix Σ, where Σ is an |Jk| × |Jk| dimensional
matrix. Further, we denote βJk to be the sub-vector of β
consisting of terms with indices in Jk.
Lemma 4. For each k ≥ 2, the conditional distribution of
Zk,j , for j ∈ Jk, given Fk−1 has the representation√
wˆk Cj,R (Xdk/
√
n) 1{j ∈ sent} + Zk,j . (29)
Recall that Cj,R = npijν. Further, wˆk = sˆk−sˆk−1, which are
increments of a series with total
wˆ1 + wˆ2 + . . .+ wˆk = sˆk =
1
1− qˆadj,totk−1 ν
,
where
qˆadj,totk = qˆ
adj
1 + . . .+ qˆ
adj
k . (30)
Here wˆ1 = sˆ1 = 1. The quantities qˆ
adj
k is given by (28).
The conditional distribution PZk,Jk |Fk−1 is normal
NJk(0,Σk), where the covariance Σk has the representation
Σk = I − δkδTk /P, where δk =
√
νk βJk .
Here νk = sˆkν.
Define σ2k = sˆk−1/sˆk. The Xdk term appearing in (29) is
given by
X 2dk =
‖Gk‖2
σ2k
.
Also, the distribution of X 2dk given Fk−1, is chi-square with
dk = n − k + 1 degrees of freedom, and further, it is
independent of Zk,Jk .
The proof of the above lemma is considerably more in-
volved. It is given in Appendix A. From the above lemma one
gets that Zk,j is the sum of two terms - the ‘shift’ term and
the ‘noise’ term Zk,j . The lemma also provided that the noise
term is normal with a certain covariance matrix Σk.
Notice that Lemma 4 applies to the case k = 1 as well, with
F0 defined as empty, since wˆk = sˆk = 1. The definition of Σ1
using the above lemma is the same as that given in Lemma 3.
Also note that the conditional distribution of (Zk,j : j ∈ Jk),
as given in Lemma 4, depends on Fk−1 only through the
‖G1‖, . . . , ‖Gk−1‖ and (Zk′,j : j ∈ Jk′) for k′ < k.
In the next subsection, we demonstrate that Zk,j , for j ∈ Jk,
are very close to being independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.).
C. The nearby distribution
Recall that since the algorithm operates only on terms not
detected previously, for the k step we are only interested in
terms in Jk. The previous two lemmas specified conditional
distributions of Zk,j , for j ∈ Jk. However, for analysis
purposes we find it helpful to assign distributions to the Zk,j ,
for j ∈ J − Jk as well. In particular, conditional on Fk−1,
write
Zk,j =
√
wˆk Cj,R
(Xdk√
n
)
1{j∈sent} + Zk,j for j ∈ J.
Fill out of specification of the distribution assigned by P, via
a sequence of conditionals PZk|Fk−1 for Zk = (Zk,j : j ∈ J),
which is for all j in J , not just for j in Jk. For the variables
Zk,Jk that we actually use, the conditional distribution is that
of PZk,Jk |Fk−1 as specified in Lemmas 3 and 4. Whereas for
the Zk,j with j ∈ J−Jk, given Fk−1, we conveniently arrange
them to be independent standard normal. This definition is
contrary to the true conditional distribution of Zk,j for j ∈
J − Jk, given Fk−1. However, it is a simple extension of the
conditional distribution that shares the same marginalization
to the true distribution of (Zk,j : j ∈ Jk) given Fk−1.
Further a simpler approximating distribution Q is defined.
Define QZk|Fk−1 to be independent standard normal. Also,
like P, the measure Q makes the X 2dk appearing in Zk,j ,
Chi-square(n−k+ 1) random variables independent of Zk,
conditional on Fk−1.
In the following lemma we appeal to a sense of closeness of
the distribution P to Q, such that events exponentially unlikely
under Q remain exponentially unlikely under the governing
measure P.
Lemma 5. For any event A that is determined by the random
variables,
‖G1‖, . . . , ‖Gk‖ and (Zk′,j : j ∈ Jk′), for k′ ≤ k, (31)
one has
P[A] ≤ Q[A]ekc0 ,
where c0 = (1/2) log(1 + P/σ2).
For ease of exposition we give the proof in Appendix B.
Notice that the set A is Fk measurable, since the random
variables that A depends on are Fk measurable.
D. Separation analysis
Our analysis demonstrates that we can give good lower
bounds for qˆk, the weighted proportion of correct detection
in each step, and good upper bounds on fˆk, which is the
proportion of false alarms in each steps.
Denote the exception events
Ak = {qˆk < qk} and Bk = {fˆk > fk}.
Here the qk and fk are deterministic bounds for the proportion
of correct detections and false alarms respectively, for each k.
These will be specified in the subsequent subsection.
Assuming that we have got good controls on these quantities
up to step k − 1, we now describe our characterization of
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Zcombk,j , for j ∈ Jk, used in detection for the kth step. Define
the exception sets
A1,k−1 = ∪k−1k′=1Ak′ and B1,k−1 = ∪k−1k′=1Bk′ .
The manner in which the quantities qˆ1, . . . , qˆk and fˆ1, . . . fˆk
arise in the distributional analysis of Lemma 4 is through the
sum
qˆadj,totk = qˆ
adj
1 + . . .+ qˆ
adj
k
of the adjusted values qˆadjk = qˆk/(1 + fˆk/qˆk). Outside of
A1,k−1 ∪B1,k−1, one has
qˆadjk′ ≥ qadjk′ for k′ = 1, . . . , k − 1, (32)
where, for each k,
qadjk = qk/(1 + fk/qk).
Recall that from Lemma 4 that,
wˆk =
1
1− qˆadj,totk−1 ν
− 1
1− qˆadj,totk−2 ν
.
From relation (32), one has wˆk′ ≥ wk′ , for k′ = 1, . . . , k,
where w1 = 1, and for k > 1,
wk =
1
1− qadj,totk−1 ν
− 1
1− qadj,totk−2 ν
.
Here, for each k, we take qadj,totk = q
adj
1 + . . .+ q
adj
k .
Using this wk we define the corresponding vector of weights
(λk′,k : k
′ = 1, . . . , k), used in forming the statistics Zcombk,j ,
as
λk′,k =
√
wk′
w1 + w2 + . . .+ wk
.
Given that the algorithm has run for k − 1 steps, we now
proceed to describe how we characterize the distribution of
Zcombk,j for the kth step. Define the additional exception event
D1,k−1 = ∪k−1k′=1Dk′ , with Dk = {X 2dk/n ≤ 1−h},
where 0 < h < 1. Here the term X 2dk is as given in Lemma
4. It follows a Chi-square distribution with dk = n − k + 1
degrees of freedom. Define
Ek−1 = A1,k−1 ∪B1,k−1 ∪D1,k−1.
Notice that we have for j ∈ sent that
Zk′,j =
√
wˆk′Cj,R (Xdk′/
√
n) + Zk′,j
and for j ∈ other, we have
Zk′,j = Zk′,j ,
for k′ = 1, . . . , k. Further, denote Cj,R,h = Cj,R(1−h). Then
on the set Eck−1 ∩Dck, we have for k′ = 1, . . . , k that
Zk′,j ≥ √wk′
√
Cj,R,h + Zk′,j for j ∈ sent.
Recall that,
Zcombk,j = λ1Z1,j + λ2Z2,j + . . . + λk Zk,j ,
where for convenience we denote λk′,k as simply λk′ . Define
for each k and j ∈ J , the combination of the noise terms by
Zcombk,j = λ1Z1,j + λ2Z2,j + . . .+ λkZk,j .
From the above one sees that, for j ∈ other the Zcombk,j
equals Zcombk,j , and for j ∈ sent, on the set Eck−1 ∩ Dck, the
statistic Zcombk,j exceeds
[λ1
√
w1 + . . .+λk
√
wk]
√
Cj,R,h + Z
comb
k,j ,
which is equal to√
Cj,R,h
1− qadj,totk−1 ν
+ Zcombk,j .
Summarizing,
Zcombk,j = Zcombk,j for j ∈ other
and, on the set Eck−1 ∩Dck,
Zcombk,j ≥ shiftk,j + Zcombk,j , for j ∈ sent,
where
shiftk,j =
√
Cj,R,h
1− xk−1 ν ,
with x0 = 0 and xk−1 = q
adj,tot
k−1 , for k ≥ 2. Since the xk’s are
increasing, the shiftk,j’s increases with k. It is this increase in
the mean shifts that helps in additional detections.
For each j ∈ J , set Hk,j to be the event,
Hk,j =
{
shiftk,j1{j ∈ sent} + Zk,j ≥ τ
}
. (33)
Notice that
Hk,j = {Zcombk,j ≥ τ} for j ∈ other. (34)
On the set Eck−1 ∩Dck, defined above, one has
Hk,j ⊆ {Zcombk,j ≥ τ} for j ∈ sent. (35)
Using the above characterization of Zcombk,j we specify in the
next subsection the values for q1,k, fk and qk. Recall that
the quantity q1,k, which was defined is subsection II-B, gave
controls on size1,k, the size of the decoded set dec1,k after
the k step.
E. Specification of fk, q1,k, and qk, for k = 1, . . . ,m
Recall from subsection IV-C that under the Q measure that
Zk,j , for j ∈ J , are i.i.d. standard normal random variables.
Define the random variable
fˆupk =
∑
j∈other
pij1Hk,j . (36)
Notice that fˆk ≤ fˆupk since
fˆk =
∑
j∈deck∩other
pij
≤
∑
j∈other
pij1{Zcombk,j ≥τ}. (37)
The above inequality follows since deck is a subset of
threshk = {j : Zcombk,j ≥ τ} by construction. Further (37)
is equal to fˆupk using (34).
The expectation of fˆupk under the Q-measure is given by,
EQ
(
fˆupk
)
= (M−1)Φ¯(τ),
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where Φ¯(τ) is the upper tail probability of a standard normal
at τ . Here we use the fact that the Hk,j , for j ∈ other, are i.i.d
Bernoulli Φ¯(τ) under the Q-measure and that
∑
j∈other pij is
equal to (M − 1).
Define f∗ = (M−1)Φ¯(τ), which is the expectation of fˆupk
from above. One sees that
f∗ ≤ exp
{− a√2 logM − (1/2)a2}
(
√
2 logM + a)
√
2pi
, (38)
using the form for the threshold τ in (5). We also use that
Φ¯(x) ≤ φ(x)/x for positive x, with φ being the standard
normal density. We take fk = f to be a value greater than f∗.
We express it in the form
f = ρf∗,
with a constant factor ρ > 1. This completes the specification
of the fk.
Next, we specify the q1,k used in pacing the steps. Denote
the random variable,
qˆ1,k =
∑
j sent
pij1Hk,j . (39)
Likewise, define q∗1,k as the expectation of qˆ1,k under the Q
measure. Using (33), one has
q∗1,k =
∑
j sent
pijΦ¯(−µk,j),
where µk,j = shiftk,j − τ . Like before, we take q1,k to be a
value less than q∗1,k. More specifically, we take
q1,k = q
∗
1,k − η (40)
for a positive η.
This specification of q∗1,k, and the related q1,k, is a recursive
definition. In particular, denoting
µj(x) =
√
1/(1− xν) √Cj,R,h − τ.
Then q∗1,k equals the function
gL(x) =
∑
j sent
pijΦ¯(−µj(x)) (41)
evaluated at xk−1 = q
adj,tot
k−1 , with x0 = 0.
For instance, in the constant power allocation case Cj,R,h =
(R0(1 − h)/R) 2 logM , is the same for all j. This makes
shiftk,j the same for each j. Consequently, µj(x) = µ(x),
where µ(x) =
√
1/(1− xν)√Cj,R,h − τ . Then one has
q∗1,k = Φ¯(−µ(xk−1)). It obeys the recursion q∗1,k = gL(x)
evaluated at xk−1 = q
adj,tot
k−1 , with gL(x) = Φ¯(−µ(x)).
Further, we define the target detection rate for the k th step,
given by qk, as
qk = q1,k − q1,k−1 − 1/Lpi − f, (42)
with q1,0 taken to zero. Thus the qk are specified from the
q1,k and f . Also, 1/Lpi = min`=1,...,L pi(`) is a quantity of
order 1/L. For the power allocation (3), one sees that Lpi =
Lν/(2C).
F. Building Up the Total Detection Rate
The previous section demonstrated the importance of the
function gL(x), given by (41). This function is defined on [0, 1]
and take values in the interval (0, 1). Recall from subsection
II-B, on pacing the steps, that the quantities q1,k are closely
related to the proportion of sections correctly detected after k
steps, if we ignore false alarm effects. Consequently, to ensure
sufficient correct detections one would like the q1,k to increase
with k to a value near 1. Through the recursive definition of
q1,k, this amounts to ensuring that the function gL(x) is greater
than x for an interval [0, xr], with xr preferably near 1.
Definition: A function g(x) is said to be accumulative for
0 ≤ x ≤ xr with a positive gap, if
g(x)− x ≥ gap
for all 0 ≤ x ≤ xr. Moreover, an adaptive successive decoder
is accumulative with a given rate and power allocation if
corresponding function gL(x) satisfies this property for given
xr and positive gap.
To detail the progression of the q1,k consider the following
lemma.
Lemma 6. Assume g(x) is accumulative on [0, xr] with a
positive gap, and η is chosen so that gap − η is positive.
Further, assume
f ≤ (gap− η)2/8− 1/(2Lpi). (43)
Then, one can arrange for an m so that the q1,k, for k =
1, . . . ,m, defined by (40), are increasing and
q1,m ≥ xr + gap− η.
Moreover, the number of steps m is at most 2/(gap− η).
The proof of Lemma 6 is given in Appendix C. We now
proceed to describe how we demonstrate the reliability of the
algorithm using the quantities chosen above.
V. RELIABILITY OF THE DECODER
We are interested in demonstrating that the probability of
the event A1,m ∪ B1,m is small. This ensures that for each
step k, where k ranges from 1 to m, the proportion of correct
detections qˆk is at least qk, and the proportion of false alarms
fˆk is at most fk = f . We do this by demonstrating that the
probability of the set
Em = A1,m ∪B1,m ∪D1,m
is exponentially small. The following lemma will be useful in
this regard. Recall that
A1,m = ∪mk=1{qˆk < qk} and B1,m = ∪mk=1{fˆk > f}.
Lemma 7. Let q1,k, qk and f be as defined in subsection
IV-E. Denote
A˜1,m = ∪mk=1{qˆ1,k < q1,k} and B˜1,m = ∪mk=1{fˆupk > f}.
Then,
Em ⊆ A˜1,m ∪ B˜1,m ∪D1,m.
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For ease of exposition we provide the proof of this lemma
in Appendix D. The lemma above described how we control
the probability of the exception set Em.
We demonstrate that the probability of Em is exponentially
small by showing that the probability of A˜1,m∪ B˜1,m∪D1,m,
which contains Em, is exponentially small. Also, notice that
outside the set Em, the weighted fraction of failed detection
and false alarms, denoted by δˆwght in (21), is bounded by
(1−
m∑
k=1
qk) +mf,
which, after recalling the definition of qk in (42), can also be
expressed as,
1− q1,m + 2mf +m/Lpi. (44)
Now, assume that gL is accumulative on [0, xr] with a positive
gap. Then, from Lemma 6, for η < gap, and f > f∗ satisfying
(43), one has that (44) is upper bounded by
δwght = (1− xr)− (gap− η)/2, (45)
using the bounds on f , q1,m and m given in the lemma.
Consequently, δˆmis the mistake rate after m steps, given by
(2), is bounded by δmis outside of A˜1,m∪B˜1,m∪D1,m, where,
δmis =
snr
2C [(1− xr)− (gap− η)/2], (46)
via (22). We then have the following theorem regarding the
reliability of the algorithm.
Theorem 8. Let the conditions of Lemma 6 hold, and let δmis
be as in (46). Then,
P(δˆmis > δmis) ≤ me−2Lpiη2+mc0 +me−LpifD(ρ)/ρ
+me−(n−m+1)h
2/2.
Here the quantities η and ρ are as defined in subsection IV-E,
and c0 is as given in Lemma 5. Also D(ρ) = ρ log ρ− (ρ−1).
Proof of Theorem 8: From Lemma 7, and the arguments
above, the event {δˆmis > δmis} is contained in the event
A˜1,m ∪ B˜1,m ∪D1,m.
Consequently, we need to control the probability of the above
three events under the P measure.
We first control the probability of the event D1,m, which is
the union of Chi-square events Dk = {X 2dk/n < 1−h}. Now
the event Dk can be expressed as {X 2dk/dk < 1− hk}, where
hk = (nh − k + 1)/(n − k + 1). Using a standard Chernoff
bound argument, one gets that
P(Dk) ≤ e−(n−k+1)h2k/2.
The exponent in the above is at least (n− k + 1)h2/2− kh.
Consequently, as k ≤ m, one gets, using a union bound that
P(D1,m) ≤ me−(n−m+1)h2/2+mh.
Next, lets focus on the event B˜1,m, which is the union of
events {fˆupk > f}. Divide fˆupk , f , by M − 1 to get pˆk, p
respectively. Consequently, B˜1,m is also the union of the
events {pˆk > p}, for k = 1, . . . ,m, where
pˆk =
1
M−1
∑
j∈other
pij 1Hk,j ,
and p = f/(M − 1), with f = ρf∗.
Recall, as previously discussed, for j in other, the event
Hk,j are i.i.d. Bernoulli(p∗) under the measure P, where
p∗ = f∗/(M − 1). Consequently, from by Lemma 13 in the
Appendix E, the probability of the event {pˆk≥p} is less than
e−Lpi(M−1)D(p‖p
∗). Therefore,
P(B˜1,m) ≤ me−Lpi(M−1)D(p‖p∗).
To handle the exponents (M−1)D(p‖p∗) at the small values
p and p∗, we use the Poisson lower bound on the Bernoulli
relative entropy, as shown in Appendix F. This produces the
lower bound (M−1)[p log p/p∗ + p∗ − p], which is equal to
f log f/f∗ + f∗ − f.
We may write this as f∗D(ρ), or equivalently fD(ρ)/ρ,
where the functions D(ρ) and D(ρ)/ρ = log ρ + 1 − 1/ρ
are increasing in ρ.
Lastly, we control the probability of the event A˜1,m, which
the is union of the events {qˆ1,k < q1,k}, where
qˆ1,k =
∑
j∈sent
pijHk,j .
We first bound the probability under theQmeasure. Recall that
under Q, the Hk,j , for j ∈ sent, are independent Bernoulli,
with the expectation of qˆ1,k being q∗1,k. Consequently, using
Lemma 13 in Appendix E, we have
Q(qˆ1,k < q1,k) ≤ e−LpiD(q1,k‖q∗1,k).
Further, by the Pinsker-Csiszar-Kulback-Kemperman inequal-
ity, specialized to Bernoulli distributions, the expressions
D(q1,k‖q∗1,k) in the above exceeds 2(q1,k − q∗1,k)2, which is
2η2, since q∗1,k − q1,k = η.
Correspondingly, one has
Q(A˜1,m) ≤ me−Lpi2η2 .
Now, use the fact that the event A˜1,m is Fm measurable, along
with Lemma 5, to get that,
P(A˜1,m) ≤ me−Lpi2η2+mc0 .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS
We illustrate in two ways the performance of our algorithm.
First, for fixed values L, B, snr and rates below capacity we
evaluate detection rate as well as probability of exception set
pe using the theoretical bounds given in Theorem 8. Plots
demonstrating the progression of our algorithm are also shown.
These highlight the crucial role of the function gL in achieving
high reliability.
Figure 3 presents the results of computation using the
reliability bounds of Theorem 8 for fixed L and B and various
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Fig. 3. Plots demonstrating progression of our algorithm. (Plot on left) snr = 15. The weighted (unweighted) detection rate is 0.995 (0.985) for a failed
detection rate of 0.014 and the false alarm rate is 0.005. (Plot on right) snr = 1. The detection rate (both weighted and un-weighted) is 0.944 and the false
alarm and failed detection rates are 0.016 and 0.055 respectively.
choices of snr and rates below capacity. The dots in these
figures denotes q1,k, for each k.
For illustrative purposes we take B = 216, L = B and snr
values of 1, 7 and 15. The probability of error pe is set to
be near 10−3. For each snr value the maximum rate, over
a grid of values, for which the error probability is less than
pe is determined. With snr = 1 (Fig 3), this rate R is 0.3
bits which is 59% of capacity. When snr is 7 (Fig 2) and
15 (Fig 3) , these rates correspond to 49% and 42% of their
corresponding capacities.
For the above computations we chose power allocations of
the form
P(`) ∝ max{e−2γl/L, u},
with 0 ≤ γ ≤ C, and u > 0. Here the choices of a, u and γ
are made, by computational search, to minimize the resulting
sum of false alarms and failed detections, as per our bounds.
In the snr = 1 case the optimum γ is 0, so we have constant
power allocation in this case. In the other two cases, there
is variable power across most of the sections. The role of a
positive u being to increase the relative power allocation for
sections with low weights.
Figure 4 gives plots of achievable rates as a function of B.
For each B, the points on the detailed envelope correspond to
the numerically evaluated maximum inner code rate for which
the section error is between 9 and 10%. Here we assume L to
be large, so that the q1,k and fk are replaced by the expected
values q∗1,k and f
∗, respectively. We also take h = 0. This
gives an idea about the best possible rates for a given snr and
section error rate.
For the simulation curve, L was fixed at 100 and for
given snr, B, and rate values, 104 runs of our algorithm
were performed. The maximum rate over the grid of values
satisfying section error rate of less than 10% except in 10
replicates, (corresponding to an estimated pe of 10−3) is shown
in the plots. Interestingly, even for such small values of L, the
curve is is quite close to the detailed envelope curve, showing
that our theoretical bounds are quite conservative.
VII. ACHIEVABLE RATES APPROACHING CAPACITY
We demonstrate analytically that rates R moderately close to
C are attainable by showing that the function gL(x) providing
the updates for the fraction of correctly detected terms is in-
deed accumulative for suitable xr and gap. Then the reliability
of the decoder can be established via Theorem 8. In particular,
the matter of normalization of the weights pi(`) is developed in
subsection VII-A. An integral approximation g(x) to the sum
gL(x) is provided in subsection VII-B, and in subsection VII-C
we show that it is accumulative. Subsection VII-D addresses
the issue of control of parameters that arise in specifying the
code. In subsection VII-E, we give the proof of Proposition 1.
A. Variable power allocations
As mentioned earlier, we consider power allocations P(`)
proportional to e−2C`/L. The function gL(x), given by (41),
may also be expressed as
gL(x) =
L∑
`=1
pi(`) Φ(µ(x, u` C′/R)),
where pi(`) = P(`)/P , and,
µ(x, u) = (
√
u/(1− xν)− 1)
√
2 logM − a
and
u` = e
−2C(`−1)/L and C′ = C˜(1− h),
with C˜ as in (24). Here we use the fact that Cj,R, for the above
power allocation, is given by u` C˜/R if j is in section `, as
demonstrated in (25).
Further, notice that pi(`) = u`/sum, with sum =
∑L
`=1 u`.
One sees that sum = Lν/(2C˜), with ν = P/(P + σ2). Using
this one gets that
gL(x) =
2C
νL
L∑
`=1
u` Φ
(
µ(x, u`C′/R)
)
. (47)
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Fig. 4. Plots of achievable rates as a function of B for snr values of 15, 7 and 1. Section error rate is controlled to be between 9 and 10%. For the curve
using simulation runs the error probability of making more than 10% section mistakes is taken to be 10−3.
B. Formulation and evaluation of the integral g(x)
Recognize that the sum in (47) corresponds closely to an
integral. In each interval `−1L ≤ t < `L for ` from 1 to L, we
have e−2C
`−1
L at least e−2Ct. Consequently, gL(x) is greater
than g(x) where
g(x) =
2C
ν
∫ 1
0
e−2CtΦ
(
µ(x, e−2CtC′/R))dt. (48)
The gL(x) and g(x) are increasing functions of x on [0, 1].
Let’s provide further characterization and evaluation of the
integral g(x). Let
zlowx = µ(x, (1− ν) C′/R) and zmaxx = µ(x, C′/R).
Further, let δa = a/
√
2 logM. For emphasis we write out that
zx = z
low
x takes the form
zx =
[√
(1− ν)C′/R√
1 − xν − (1 + δa)
]√
2 logM. (49)
Change the variable of integration in (48) from t to u =
e−2Ct. Observing that e−2C = 1− ν, one sees that
g(x) =
1
ν
∫ 1
1−ν
Φ
(
µ(x, u C′/R))du.
Now since
Φ(µ) =
∫
1{z≤µ} φ(z) dz,
it follows that
g(x) =
∫ ∫
1{
ucut≤u≤1
}1{
z≤µ(x,u C′/R)
} φ(z) dz du/ν.
(50)
In (50), the inequality
z ≤ µ(x, u C′/R)
is the same as
√
u ≥
√
uxR/C′
(
1 + (z + a)/
√
2 logM
)
,
provided zlowx ≤ z ≤ zmaxx . Here ux = 1 − xν. Thereby, for
all z, the length of this interval of values of u can be written
as [
1−max
{
ux
R
C′
(
1 +
z+a√
2 logM
) 2
+
, 1− ν
}]
+
.
Thus g(x) is equal to,
1
ν
∫ [
1−max
{
ux
R
C′
(
1 +
z+a√
2 logM
) 2
+
, 1− ν
}]
+
φ(z)dz.
(51)
Lemma 9. Derivative evaluation. The derivative g′(x) may
be expressed as
R
C′
∫ zmaxx
zlowx
(
1+δa + δz
)2
φ(z)dz. (52)
Further, if
R =
C′
[(1 + δa)2(1+r/ logM)]
, (53)
with r ≥ r0, where
r0 =
1
2(1 + δa)2
, (54)
then the difference g(x)− x is a decreasing function of x.
Proof: The integrand in (51) is continuous and piecewise
differentiable in x, and its derivative is the integrand in (52).
Further, (52) is less than,
R
C′
∫ ∞
−∞
(
1+δa+δz
)2
φ(z)dz =
R
C′
[
(1+δa)
2 + 1/(2 logM)
]
,
which is less than 1 for r ≥ r0. Consequently, g(x) − x is
decreasing as it has a negative derivative.
Corollary 10. A lower bound. The function g(x) is at least
glow(x) =
1
ν
∫ ∞
zlowx
[
1− (R/C′)ux
(
1 +(z+a)/
√
2 logM
)2]
φ(z)dz.
This glow(x) is equal to
Φ(zx) +
[
x+ δR
ux
ν
] [
1− Φ(zx)
]
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− 2(1+δa)RC′
ux
ν
φ(zx)√
2 logM
− RC′
ux
ν
zxφ(zx)
2 logM
. (55)
where
δR =
r − r0
logM + r
.
Moreover, this glow(x) has derivative g′low(x) given by
R
C′
∫ ∞
zx
(
1+δa + δz
)2
φ(z)dz.
Proof: The integral expressions for glow(x) are the same
as for g(x) except that the upper end point of the integration
extends beyond zmaxx , where the integrand is negative. The
lower bound conclusion follows from this negativity of the
integrand above zmaxx . The evaluation of glow(x) is fairly
straightforward after using zφ(z) = −φ′(z) and z2φ(z) =
φ(z) − (zφ(z))′. Also use that Φ(z) tends to 1, while φ(z)
and zφ(z) tend to 0 as z → ∞. This completes the proof of
Corollary 10.
Remark: What we gain with this lower bound is simplification
because the result depends on x only through zx = zlowx .
C. Showing g(x) is greater than x
The preceding subsection established that gL(x) − x is at
least glow(x)− x. We now show that
hlow(x) = glow(x)− x,
is at least a positive value, which we denote as gap, on an
interval [0, xr], with xr suitably chosen.
Recall that zx = zlowx , given by (49), is a strictly increasing
function of x, with values in the interval I0 = [z0, z1] for
0≤x≤ 1. For values z in I0, let x = x(z) be the choice for
which zx = z. With the rate R of the form (53), let xr be the
value of x for which zx is 0. One finds that xr satisfies,
1− xr = 1
snr
[
r
logM
]
. (56)
We now show that hlow(x) is positive on [0, xr], for r at least
a certain value, which we call r1.
Lemma 11. Positivity of hlow(x) on [0, xr]. Let rate R be of
the form (53), with r > r1, where
r1 = r0/2 +
√
logM√
pi(1 + δa)
. (57)
Then, for 0 ≤ x ≤ xr the difference hlow(x) is greater than
or equal to
gap =
1
snr
[
r − r1
logM
]
. (58)
Proof of Lemma 11: The function g(x) has lower bound
glow(x). By Corollary 10, glow(x) has derivative bounded by∫ ∞
−∞
(
1+δa + δz
)2
(1 + δa)2(1 + r/ logM)
φ(z)dz =
(1 + r0/ logM)
(1 + r/ logM)
,
which is less than 1 for r ≥ r0. Thus glow(x)−x is decreasing
as it has a negative derivative.
To complete the proof, evaluate glow(x) − x at the point
x = xr. The point xr is the choice where zx = 0. After using
(55), it is seen that the value glow(xr) − xr is equal to gap,
where gap is given by (58).
D. Choices of a and r that control the overall rate drop
Here we focus on the evaluation of a and r that optimize
our summary expressions for the rate drop, based on the lower
bounds on gL(x)−x. Recall that the rate of our inner code is
R = C 1− h
(1+δa)2(1 + r/ logM)
.
Now, for r > r1, the function gL(x) is accumulative on [0, xr],
with positive gap given by (58). Notice that r1, given by (57),
satisfies,
r1 ≤ 1/4 +
√
logM√
pi
. (59)
Consequently, from Theorem 8, with high reliability, the
total fraction of mistakes δˆmis is bounded by
δmis =
snr
2C [(1− xr) − (gap− η)/2] .
If the outer Reed-Solomon code has distance designed to be
at least δmis then any occurrences of a fraction of mistakes
less than δmis are corrected. The overall rate of the code is
Rtotal, which is at least (1− δmis)R.
Sensible values of the parameters a and r can be obtained
by optimizing the above overall rate under a presumption of
small error probability, using simplifying approximations of
our expressions. Reference values (corresponding to large L)
are obtained by considering what the parameters become with
η = 0, f = f∗, and h = 0.
Notice that a is related to f∗ via the bound (38). Set a so
that
a
√
2 logM = log
[
1/
(
f∗
√
2pi
√
2 logM
)]
. (60)
We take f∗ as gap2/8 as per Lemma 6. Consequently a will
depend on r via the expression of gap given by (58).
Next, using the expressions for 1− xr and gap, along with
η = 0, yields a simplified approximate expression for the
mistake rate given by
δmis =
r + r1
4C logM .
Accordingly, the overall communication rate may be ex-
pressed as,
Rtotal =
(
1− r + r1
4C logM
) C
(1+δa)2(1+r/ logM)
.
As per these calculations (see [22] for details) we find it
appropriate to take r to be r∗, where
r∗ = r1 + 2/(1 + 1/C).
Also, the corresponding a is seen to be
a = (3/2) log(log(M))/
√
2 log(M) + a˜,
where,
a˜ =
2 log
[
snr (1 + 1/C)/((pi).25)]√
2 log(M)
.
Express Rtotal in the form C/(1 + drop). Then with the
above choices of r and a, and the bound on r1 given in (59),
one sees that drop can be approximated by
3 log logM + 4 log(ω1 snr) + 1/(4C) + 3.35
2 logM
+
1 + 1/(2C)√
pi logM
,
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where ω1 = 1 + 1/C.
We remark that the above explicit expressions are given to
highlight the nature of dependence of the rate drop on snr and
M . These are quite conservative. For more accurate numerical
evaluation see section VI on computational illustrations.
E. Definition of C∗ and proof of Proposition 1
In the previous subsection we gave the value of r and a that
maximized, in an approximate sense, the outer code rate for
given snr and M values and for large L. This led to explicit
expressions for the maximal achievable outer code rate as a
function of snr and M . We define C∗ to be the inner code rate
corresponding to this maximum achievable outer code rate.
Thus,
C∗ = C
(1+δa)2 [1 + r∗/ logM ]
.
Similar to above, C∗ can be written a C/(1 + drop∗) where
drop∗ can be approximated by
3 log logM + 4 log(ω1snr) + 4/ω1 − 2
2 logM
+
1√
pi logM
,
with ω1 = 1 + 1/C. We now give a proof of our main result.
Proof of Proposition 1: Take r = r∗ + κ. Using
(1 + κ/ logM)(1 + r∗/ logM) ≥ (1 + r/ logM),
we find that for the rate R as in Proposition 1, gap is at least
(r − r1)/(snr logM) for x ≤ xr, with xr = r/(snr logM).
Take f∗ = (1/8)(r∗ − r1)2/(snr logM)2, so that a is the
same as given in the previous subsection. Now, we need to
select ρ > 1 and η > 0, so that
f = ρf∗ ≤ (gap− η)2/8− 1/(2Lpi).
Take ω = (1 + 1/C)/2, so that r∗ = r1 + 1/ω. One sees
that we can satisfy the above requirement by taking η as
(1/2)κ/(snr logM) and ρ = (1 + κω/2)2 − L
L =
(2ωsnr logM)2
Lpi
,
is of order (logM)2/L, and hence is negligible compared
to the first term in ρ. Since it has little effect on the error
exponent, for ease of exposition, we ignore this term. We also
assume that f = (gap− η)2/8, ignoring the 1/(2Lpi) term.
We select
h =
κ
(2 logM)3/2
.
The fraction of mistakes,
δmis =
snr
2C
[
r
snr logM
− (gap− η)/2
]
is calculated as in the previous subsection, except here we have
to account for the positive η. Substituting the expression for
gap and η gives the expression for δmis as in the proposition.
Next, let’s look at the error probability. The error probability
is given by
me−2Lpiη
2+mc0 +me−LpifD(ρ)/ρ +memhe−nh
2/2.
Notice that nh2/2 is at least (Lpi logM)h2/(2C∗), where we
use that L ≥ Lpi and R ≤ C∗.Thus the above probability is
less than
κ1 exp{−Lpi min{2η2, f∗D(ρ), h2 logM/(2C∗)}}
with
κ1 = 3me
mmax{c0,1/2},
where for the above we use h < 1.
Substituting, we see that 2η2 is (1/2)κ2/(snr logM)2 and
h2 logM/(2C∗) is
1
16C∗
κ2
(logM)2
.
Also, one sees that D(ρ) is at least 2(
√
ρ − 1)2/ρ. Thus the
term f∗D(ρ) is at least
κ2
(4snr logM)2(1 + κω/2)
.
We bound from below the above quantity by considering
two cases viz. κ ≤ 2/ω and κ > 2/ω. For the first case
we have 1 + κω/2 ≤ 2, so this quantity is bounded from
below by (1/2)κ2/(4snr logM)2. For the second case use
κ/(1 +κω/2) is bounded from below by 1/ω, to get that this
term is at least (1/ω)κ/(4snr logM)2.
Now we bound from below the quantity
min{2η2, f∗D(ρ), h2 logM/(2C∗)} appearing in the
exponent. For κ ≤ 2/ω this quantity is bounded from below
by
κ3
κ2
(logM)2
,
where
κ3 = min
{
1/(32snr2), 1/(16C∗)} .
For κ > 2/ω this is quantity is at least
min
{
κ3
κ2
(logM)2
, κ4
κ
logM
}
,
with
κ4 =
1
8(1 + 1/C)snr2 logM .
Also notice that C∗ − R is at most C∗κ/ logM . Thus we
have that
min{2η2, f∗D(ρ), h2 logM/(2C∗)}
is at least
min
{
κ3(∆
∗)2, κ4∆∗
}
.
Further, recalling that Lpi = Lν/(2C), we get that κ2 =
ν/(2C), which is near ν/(2C).
Regarding the value of m, recall that m is at most 2/(gap−
η). Using the above we get that m is at most (2ωsnr) logM .
Thus ignoring the 3m, term κ1 is polynomial in M with power
2ωsnrmax{c0, 1/2}.
Part II is exactly similar to the use of Reed-Solomon codes
in section VI of our companion paper [24].
In the proof of Corollary 2, we let ζi, for integer i, be
constants that do not depend on L, M or n.
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Proof of Corollary 2: Recall Rtot = (1−δmis)R. Using
the form of δmis and C∗ for Proposition 1, one sees that Rtot
may be expressed as,
Rtot =
(
1− ζ1δM − ζ2 κ
logM
)
C. (61)
Notice that M needs to be at least exp{ζ3/∆2}, where ∆ =
(C − Rtot)/C, for above to be satisfied. For a given section
size M , the size of κ would be larger for a larger C − Rtot.
Choose κ so that ζ2κ/ logM is at least ζ1δM , so that by (61),
one has,
∆ ≥ 2ζ2 κ
logM
. (62)
Now following the proof of Proposition 1, since the error
exponent is of the form constmin{κ/ logM, (κ/ logM)2},
one sees that it is at least constmin{∆,∆2} from (62).
VIII. DISCUSSION
The paper demonstrated that the sparse superposition coding
scheme, with the adaptive successive decoder and outer Reed-
Solomon code, allows one to communicate at any rate below
capacity, with block error probability that is exponentially
small in L. It is shown in [7] that this exponent can be
improved by a factor of
√
logM from using a Bernstein bound
on the probability of the large deviation events analyzed here.
For fixed section size M , the power allocation (3) ana-
lyzed in the paper, allows one to achieve any R that is at
least a drop of 1/
√
logM of C. In contrast, constant power
allocation allows us to achieve rates up to a threshold rate
R0 = .5snr/(1 + snr), which is bounded by 1/2, but is near
C for small snr. In [22], [7] the alternative power allocation (4)
is shown to allow for rates that is of order log logM/ logM
from capacity. Our experience shows that it is advantageous
to use different power allocation schemes depending on the
regime for snr. When snr is small, constant power allocation
works better. The power allocation with leveling (4) works
better for moderately large snr, whereas (3) is appropriate for
larger snr values.
One of the requirements of the algorithm, as seen in the
proof of Corollary 2, is that for fixed rate Rtot, the section size
M is needed to be exponential in 1/∆, using power allocation
(3). Here ∆ is the rate drop from capacity. Similar results
hold for the other power allocations as well. However, this
was not the case for the optimal ML–decoder, as seen in [24].
Consequently, it is still an open question whether there are
practical decoders for the sparse superposition coding scheme
which do not have this requirement on the dictionary size.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
For each k ≥ 2, express X as,
X =
G1
‖G1‖Z
T
1 + . . . +
Gk−1
‖Gk−1‖Z
T
k−1 + ξkVk,
where ξk = [ξk,k : . . . : ξk,n] is an n × (n − k + 1)
orthonormal matrix, with columns ξk,i, for i = k, . . . , n, being
orthogonal to G1, . . . , Gk−1. There is flexibility in the choice
of the ξk,i’s, the only requirement being that they depend
on only G1, . . . , Gk−1 and no other random quantities. For
convenience, we take these ξk,i’s to come from the Grahm-
Schmidt orthogonalization of G1, . . . , Gk−1 and the columns
of the identity matrix.
The matrix Vk, which is (n − k + 1) × N dimensional, is
also denoted as,
Vk = [Vk,1 : Vk,2 : . . . : Vk,N ].
The columns Vk,j , where j = 1, . . . , N gives the coef-
ficients of the expansion of the column Xj in the basis
ξk,k, ξk,k+1, . . . , ξk,n. We also denote the entries of Vk as
Vk,i,j , where i = k, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , N .
We prove that conditional on Fk−1, the distribution of
(Vk,i,j : j ∈ Jk−1), for i = k, . . . , n, is i.i.d. Normal
N(0,Σk−1). The proof is by induction.
The stated property is true initially, at k= 2, from Lemma
3. Recall that the rows of the matrix U in Lemma 3 are i.i.d.
N(0,Σ1). Correspondingly, since V2 = ξT2U , and since the
columns of ξ2 are orthonormal, and independent of U , one
gets that the rows of V2 are i.i.d N(0,Σ1) as well.
Presuming the stated conditional distribution property to be
true at k, we conduct analysis, from which its validity will
be demonstrated at k + 1. Along the way the conditional
distribution properties of Gk, Zk,j , and Zk,j are obtained
as consequences. As for wˆk and δk we first obtain them by
explicit recursions and then verify the stated form.
Denote as
Gcoefk,i = −
∑
j∈deck−1
√
Pj Vk,i,j for i = k, . . . , n . (63)
Also denote as,
Gcoefk = (G
coef
k,k , G
coef
k,k+1, . . . , G
coef
k,n )
T.
The vector Gcoefk gives the representation of Gk in the basis
consisting of columns vectors of ξk. In other words, Gk =
ξkG
coef
k .
Notice that,
Zk,j = V Tk,jGcoefk /‖Gcoefk ‖. (64)
Further, since Vk,j and G
coef
k are jointly normal conditional
on Fk−1, one gets, through conditioning on Gcoefk that,
Vk,j = bk−1,j G
coef
k /σk + Uk,j .
Denote as Uk = [Uk,1 : Uk,2 : . . . : Uk,N ], which is an
(n−k+1)×N dimensional matrix like Vk. The entries of Uk
are denoted as Uk,i,j , where i = k, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , N .
The matrix Uk is independent of G
coef
k , conditioned on Fk−1.
Further, from the representation (64), one gets that
Zk,j = bk−1,j ‖Gcoefk ‖/σk + Zk,j , (65)
with,
Zk,j = U
T
k,jG
coef
k /‖Gcoefk ‖.
For the conditional distribution of Gcoefk,i given Fk−1, inde-
pendence across i, conditional normality and conditional mean
0 are properties inherited from the corresponding properties of
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the Vk,i,j . To obtain the conditional variance of G
coef
k,i , given
by (63), use the conditional covariance
Σk−1 =I−δk−1δTk−1
of (Vk,i,j : j ∈ Jk−1). The identity part contributes∑
j∈deck−1 Pj which is (qˆk−1 + fˆk−1)P ; whereas, the
δk−1δTk−1 part, using the presumed form of δk−1, contributes
an amount seen to equal νk−1[
∑
j∈sent∩deck−1 Pj/P ]
2 P
which is νk−1qˆ2k−1P . It follows that the conditional expected
square for Gcoefk,i , for i = k, . . . , n is
σ2k =
[
qˆk−1 + fˆk−1 − qˆ2k−1 νk−1 ]P.
Conditional on Fk−1, the distribution of
‖Gcoefk ‖2 =
n∑
i=k
(Gcoefk,i )
2
is that of σ2k X 2n−k+1, a multiple of a Chi-square with n−k+1
degrees of freedom.
Next we compute bk−1,j in (65), which is the value of
E[Vk,i,jGcoefk,i |Fk−1]/σk
for any of the coordinates i = k, . . . , n. Consider the product
Vk,i,j G
coef
k,i in the numerator. Using the representation of
Gcoefk,i in (63), one has E[Vk,i,jG
coef
k,i |Fk−1] is
−
∑
j′∈deck−1
√
Pj′
[
1j′=j − δk−1,jδk−1,j′
]
,
which simplifies to −√Pj [1j∈deck−1 − νk−1qˆk−11j sent]. So
for j in Jk = Jk−1 − deck−1, we have the simplification
bk−1,j =
qˆk−1 νk−1βj
σk
. (66)
Also, for j, j′ in Jk, the product takes the form
bk−1,jbk−1,j′ = δk−1,jδk−1,j′
qˆk−1νk−1
1 + fˆk−1/qˆk−1 − qˆk−1νk−1
.
Here the ratio simplifies to qˆadjk−1νk−1/(1− qˆadjk−1νk−1).
Now determine the features of the joint normal distribution
of the
Uk,i,j = Vk,i,j − bk−1,j Gcoefk,i /σk,
for j ∈ Jk, given Fk−1. Given Fk−1, the (Uk,i,j : j ∈
Jk) are i.i.d across choices of i, but there is covariance
across choices of j for fixed i. This conditional covariance
E[Uk,i,jUk,i,j′ |Fk−1], by the choice of bk−1,j , reduces to
E[Vk,i,jVk,i,j′ |Fk−1]− bk−1,jbk−1,j′ which, for j ∈ Jk, is
1j=j′ − δk−1,jδk−1,j′ − bk−1,jbk−1,j′ .
That is, for each i, the (Uk,i,j : j ∈ Jk) have the joint
NJk(0,Σk) distribution, conditional on Fk−1, where Σk again
takes the form 1j,j′ − δk,jδk,j′ where
δk,jδk,j′ = δk−1,jδk−1,j′
{
1 +
qˆadjk−1 νk−1
1− qˆadjk−1νk−1
}
,
for j, j′ now restricted to Jk. The quantity in braces simplifies
to 1/(1 − qˆadjk−1νk−1). Correspondingly, the recursive update
rule for νk is
νk =
νk−1
1 − qˆadjk−1 νk−1
.
Consequently, the joint distribution for (Zk,j : j ∈ Jk)
is determined, conditional on Fk−1. It is also the normal
N(0,Σk) distribution and (Zk,j : j ∈ Jk) is conditionally
independent of the coefficients of Gcoefk , given Fk−1. After
all, the
Zk,j = U
T
k,jG
coef
k /‖Gcoefk ‖
have this NJk(0,Σk) distribution, conditional on G
coef
k and
Fk−1, but since this distribution does not depend on Gcoefk
we have the stated conditional independence.
This makes the conditional distribution of the Zk,j , given
Fk−1, as given in (65), a location mixture of normals with
distribution of the shift of location determined by the Chi-
square distribution of X 2n−k+1 = ‖Gcoefk ‖2/σ2k. Using the
form of bk−1,j , for j in Jk, the location shift bk−1,j Xn−k+1
may be written√
wˆk Cj,R
[Xn−k+1/√n ] 1j sent,
where
wˆk =
n b2k,j
Cj,R
.
The numerator and denominator has dependence on j through
Pj , so canceling the Pj produces a value for wˆk. Indeed,
Cj,R = (Pj/P )ν(L/R) logM equals n(Pj/P )ν and b2k−1,j =
Pj qˆ
adj
k−1 ν
2
k−1/[1− qˆadjk−1νk−1]. So this wˆk may be expressed as
wˆk =
νk−1
ν
qˆadjk−1 νk−1
1− qˆadjk−1νk−1
,
which, using the update rule for νk−1, is seen to equal
wˆk =
νk−1 − νk
ν
.
Further, repeatedly apply νk′/νk′−1 =1/(1−qˆadjk′−1 νk′−1), for
k′ from k to 2, each time substituting the required expression
on the right and simplifying to obtain
νk
νk−1
=
1 − (qˆadj1 + . . .+ qˆadjk−2) ν
1− (qˆadj1 + . . .+ qˆadjk−2 + qˆadjk−1) ν
.
This yields νk = νsˆk, which, when plugged into the expres-
sions for wˆk, establishes the form of wˆk as given in the lemma.
We need to prove that conditional on Fk that the rows of
Vk+1, for j ∈ Jk, are i.i.d. NJk(0,Σk). Recall that Vk+1 =
ξTk+1X . Since the column span of ξk+1 is contained in that
of ξk, one may also write Vk+1 as ξTk+1ξkVk. Similar to the
representation Gk = ξkG
coef
k , express the columns of ξk+1 in
terms of the columns of ξk as ξk+1 = ξkξ
coef
k , where ξ
coeff
k
is an (n − k + 1) × (n − k) dimensional matrix. Using this
representation one gets that Vk+1 = (ξ
coef
k )
TVk.
Notice that ξk is Fk−1 measurable and that ξk+1 is
σ{Fk−1, Gk} measurable. Correspondingly, ξcoefk is also
σ{Fk−1, Gk} measurable. Further, because of the orthonor-
mality of ξk and ξk+1, one gets that the columns of ξ
coef
k are
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also orthonormal. Further, as Gk is orthonormal to ξk+1, one
has the Gcoefk is orthogonal to the columns of ξ
coef
k as well.
Accordingly, one has that Vk+1 = (ξ
coef
k )
TUk. Conse-
quently, using the independence of Uk and G
coef
k , and the
above, one gets that conditional on σ{Fk−1, Gk}, for j ∈ Jk,
the rows of Vk+1 are i.i.d. NJk(0,Σk).
We need to prove that conditional on Fk, the distribution of
Vk+1 is as above, where recall that Fk = σ{Fk−1, Gk,Zk}
or equivalently, σ{Fk−1, Gk, Zk}. This claim follows from
the conclusion of the previous paragraph by noting that
Vk+1 is independent of Zk = (G
coef
k )
TUk, conditional on
σ{Fk−1, Gk} as Gcoefk is orthogonal to ξcoeffk .
This completes the proof of the Lemma 4.
APPENDIX B
THE METHOD OF NEARBY MEASURES
Let b ∈ Rn, be such that ‖b‖2 = ν < 1. Further, let P be
the probability measure of a N(0,Σ) random variable, where
Σ = I − bbT , and let Q be the measure of a Nn(0, I) random
variable. Then we have,
Lemma 12.
P[A] ≤ Q[A]ec0 ,
where c0 = −(1/2) log(1− ν).
Proof: If p(z), q(z), denote the densities of the ran-
dom variables with measures P and Q respectively, then
maxz p(z)/q(z) equals 1/(1− ν)1/2, which is also ec0 . From
the densities N(0, I − bbT ) and N(0, I) this claim can be
established from noting that after an orthogonal transformation
these measures are only different in one variable, which is
either N(0, 1−ν) or N(0, 1), for which the maximum ratio
of the densities occurs at the origin and is simply the ratio of
the normalizing constants.
Correspondingly,
P(A) =
∫
A
p(z) dz
≤ ec0
∫
A
q(z) dz = Q(A)ec0 .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 5: We are to show that for events A
determined by the random variables (31), the probability
P[A] is not more than Q[A]ekc0 . Write the probability as an
iterated expectation conditioning on Fk−1. That is, P[A] =
E [P[A|Fk−1]]. To determine membership in A, conditional
on Fk−1, we only need Zk,Jk = (Zk,j : j ∈ Jk) where Jk is
determined by Fk−1. Thus
P[A] = EP
[
PX 2dk ,Zk,Jk |Fk−1
[
A]
]
,
where we use the subscript on the outer expectation to
denote that it is with respect to P and the subscripts on
the inner conditional probability to indicate the relevant vari-
ables. For this inner probability switch to the nearby measure
QXdk ,Zk,Jk |Fk−1 . These conditional measures agree concern-
ing the distribution of the independent X 2dk , so what matters
is the ratio of the densities corresponding to PZk,Jk |Fk−1 and
QZk,Jk |Fk−1 .
We claim that the ratio of these densities in bounded by
ec0 . To see this, recall that from Lemma 4 that PZk,Jk |Fk−1 is
NJk(0,Σk), with Σk = I − δkδTk . Now
||δk||2 = νk
∑
j∈sent∩Jk
Pj/P
which is (1− (qˆ1 + . . .+ qˆk−1))νk. Noting that νk = sˆkν and
sˆk(1− (qˆ1 + . . .+ qˆk−1)) is at most 1, we get that ||δk||2 ≤ ν.
So with the switch of conditional distribution, we obtain a
bound with a multiplicative factor of ec0 . The bound on the
inner expectation is then a function of Fk−1, so the conclusion
follows by induction. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 6
For k=1, the q1,1 = g(0)− η is at least gap− η. Consider
q1,k = gL(q
adj,tot
k−1 )− η, for k > 1. Notice that
qadj,totk−1 ≥
k−1∑
k′=1
qk′ − (k − 1)f,
using q/(1 + f/q) ≥ q− f . Now, from the definition of qk in
(42), one has
k−1∑
k′=1
qk′ = q1,k−1 − (k − 1)(f + 1/Lpi).
Consequently,
qadj,totk−1 ≥ q1,k−1 − (k − 1)(2f + 1/Lpi). (67)
Denote m as the first k for which qadj,totk−1 exceeds xr. For any
k < m, as qadj,totk−1 ≤ xr, using the fact that gL is accumulative
till xr, one gets that
q1,k ≥ qadj,totk−1 + gap− η.
Accordingly, using (67), one gets that
q1,k ≥ q1,k−1 − (k − 1)(2f + 1/Lpi) + gap− η, (68)
or in other words, for k < m, one has
q1,k − q1,k−1 ≥ −m(2f + 1/Lpi) + gap− η.
We want to arrange the difference q1,k−q1,k−1 to be at least a
positive quantity which we denote by Λ. Notice that this gives
m ≤ 1/Λ, since the q1,k’s are bounded by 1. Correspondingly,
we solve for Λ in,
Λ = −(1/Λ)(2f + 1/Lpi) + gap− η,
and see that the solution is
Λ =
(gap− η)
2
[
1 +
(
1− 4(2f + 1/Lpi)
(gap− η)2
)1/2]
, (69)
which is well defined since f satisfies (43). Also notice that
from (69) that Λ ≥ (gap − η)/2, making m ≤ 2/(gap − η).
Also q1,m = gL(q
adj,tot
m−1 )−η, which is at least gL(xr)−η since
gL is increasing. The latter quantity is at least xr + gap− η.
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APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 7
We prove the lemma by first showing that
A1,m ⊆ A˜1,m ∪B1,m ∪D1,m. (70)
Next, we prove that B1,m is contained in B˜1,m. This will prove
the lemma.
We start by showing (70). We first show that on the set
{qˆ1,k ≥ q1,k} ∩ Eck−1 ∩Dck, (71)
condition (18), that is,∑
j∈dec1,k−1
pij +
∑
j∈J−dec1,k−1
pij1{Zcombk,j ≥τ} ≥ q1,k, (72)
is satisfied. Following the arguments of subsection II-B re-
garding pacing the steps, this will ensure that the size of the
decoded set after k steps, that is size1,k, is near q1,k, or more
precisely
q1,k − 1/Lpi < size1,k ≤ q1,k, (73)
as given in (17).
Notice that the left side of (72) is at least∑
j∈sent
pij1{Zcombk,j ≥τ},
since the sum in (72) is over all terms in j, including those
in sent, and further, for each term j, the contribution to the
sum is at least pij1{Zcombk,j ≥τ}.
Further, using the fact that
Hk,j ⊆ {Zcombk,j ≥ τ} on Eck−1 ∩Dck
from (35), one gets that,∑
j∈sent
pij1{Zcombk,j ≥τ} ≥ qˆ1,k on E
c
k−1 ∩Dck .
Correspondingly, on the set (71) the inequality (72), and
consequently the relation (73) also holds.
Next, for each k, denote
E˜k = A˜1,k ∪B1,k ∪D1,k. (74)
We claim that for each k = 1, . . . ,m, one has
E˜ck ⊆ Ac1,k.
We prove the claim through induction on k. Notice that the
claim for k = m is precisely statement (70). Also, the claim
implies that E˜ck ⊆ Eck, for each k, where recall that Ek =
A1,k ∪B1,k ∪D1,k.
We first prove the claim for k = 1. We see that,
E˜c1 = {qˆ1,1 ≥ q1,1} ∩ {fˆ1 ≤ f} ∩Dc1.
Using the arguments above, we see that on {qˆ1,1 ≥ q1,1}∩Dc1,
the relation q1,1−1/Lpi < size1,1 holds. Now, since size1,1 =
qˆ1 + fˆ1, one gets that
qˆ1 ≥ q1,1 − fˆ1 − 1/Lpi on {qˆ1,1 ≥ q1,1} ∩Dc1.
The right side of the aforementioned inequality is at least q1
on E˜c1, using fˆ1 ≤ f . Consequently, the claim is proved for
k = 1.
Assume that the claim holds till k − 1, that is, assume that
E˜ck−1 ⊆ Ac1,k−1. We now prove that E˜ck ⊆ Ac1,k as well.
Notice that
E˜ck = {qˆ1,k ≥ q1,k} ∩ E˜ck−1 ∩Dck ∩ {fˆk ≤ f},
which, using E˜ck−1 ⊆ Eck−1 from the induction hypothesis,
one gets that
q1,k − 1/Lpi < size1,k on {qˆ1,k ≥ q1,k} ∩ E˜ck−1 ∩Dck.
Accordingly,
q1,k − 1/Lpi < size1,k ≤ q1,k on E˜ck.
Further, as E˜ck is contained in E˜
c
k−1, one gets that
q1,k−1 − 1/Lpi < size1,k−1 ≤ q1,k−1 on E˜ck.
Consequently, combining the above, one has
size1,k − size1,k−1 = qˆk + fˆk
≥ q1,k − q1,k−1 − f − 1/Lpi on E˜ck.
Consequently, on E˜ck, we have qˆk ≥ qk, using the expression
for qk given in (42), and the fact that fk ≤ f on E˜ck.
Combining this with the fact that E˜ck is contained in A
c
1,k−1,
since E˜ck ⊆ E˜ck−1 and E˜ck−1 ⊆ Ac1,k−1 from the induction
hypothesis, one gets that E˜ck ⊆ Ac1,k.
This proves the induction hypothesis. In particular, it holds
for k = m, which, taking complements, proves the statement
(70).
Next, we show that B1,m ⊆ B˜1,m. This is straightforward
since recall that from subsection IV-E that one has fˆk ≤ fˆupk ,
for each k. Correspondingly, B1,m is contained in B˜1,m.
Consequently, from (70) and the fact that B1,m ⊆ B˜1,m,
one gets that Em is contained in A˜1,m ∪ B˜1,m ∪D1,m. This
proves the lemma.
APPENDIX E
TAILS FOR WEIGHTED BERNOULLI SUMS
Lemma 13. Let Wj , 1 ≤ j ≤ N be N independent
Bernoulli(rj) random variables. Furthermore, let αj , 1 ≤ j ≤
N be non-negative weights that sum to 1 and let Nα =
1/maxj αj . Then the weighted sum rˆ =
∑
j αjWj which
has mean given by r∗ =
∑
j αjrj , satisfies the following large
deviation inequalities. For any r with 0 < r < r∗,
P (rˆ < r) ≤ exp {−NαD(r‖r∗)}
and for any r˜ with r∗ < r˜ < 1,
P (rˆ > r˜) ≤ exp {−NαD(r˜‖r∗)}
where D(r‖r∗) denotes the relative entropy between Bernoulli
random variables of success parameters r and r∗.
Proof of Lemma 13: Let’s prove the first part. The proof of
the second part is similar.
Denote the event
A = {W :
∑
j
αjWj ≤ r}
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with W denoting the N -vector of Wj’s. Proceeding as in
Csisza´r [17] we have that
P (A) = exp{−D(PW |A‖PW )}
≤ exp{−∑
j
D
(
PWj |A||PWj
)}
Here PW |A denotes the conditional distribution of the vector
W conditional on the event A and PWj |A denotes the associ-
ated marginal distribution of Wj conditioned on A. Now∑
j
D
(
PWj |A‖PWj
) ≥ Nα∑
j
αjD
(
PWj |A‖PWj
)
.
Furthermore, the convexity of the relative entropy implies that
∑
j
αjD(PWj |A ‖ PWj ) ≥ D
∑
j
αjPWj |A ‖
∑
j
αjPWj
 .
The sums on the right denote α mixtures of distributions
PWj |A and PWj , respectively, which are distributions on
{0, 1}, and hence these mixtures are also distributions on
{0, 1}. In particular, ∑j αjPWj is the Bernoulli(r∗) distribu-
tion and
∑
j αjPWj |A is the Bernoulli(re) distribution where
re = E
[ ∑
j
αjWj
∣∣A ] = E[ rˆ ∣∣A ].
But in the event A we have rˆ ≤ r so it follows that re ≤ r. As
r < r∗ this yields D(re ‖ r∗) ≥ D(r ‖ r∗). This completes
the proof of Lemma 13.
APPENDIX F
LOWER BOUNDS ON D
Lemma 14. For p ≥ p∗, the relative entropy between
Bernoulli(p) and Bernoulli(p∗) distributions has the succes-
sion of lower bounds
DBer(p‖p∗) ≥ DPoi(p‖p∗) ≥ 2
(√
p−√p∗ )2 ≥ (p− p∗)2
2p
where DPoi(p‖p∗) = p log p/p∗+ p∗− p is also recognizable
as the relative entropy between Poisson distributions of mean
p and p∗ respectively.
Proof: The Bernoulli relative entropy may be expressed
as the sum of two positive terms, one of which is p log p/p∗+
p∗− p, and the other is the corresponding term with 1−p and
1− p∗ in place of p and p∗, so this demonstrates the first
inequality. Now suppose p > p∗. Write p log p/p∗ + p∗ − p
as p∗F (s) where F (s) = 2s2 log s + 1 − s2 with s2 = p/p∗
which is at least 1. This function F and its first derivative
F ′(s) = 4s log s have value equal to 0 at s = 1, and its second
derivative F ′′(s) = 4 + 4 log s is at least 4 for s ≥ 1. So by
second order Taylor expansion F (s) ≥ 2(s − 1)2 for s ≥ 1.
Thus p log p/p∗+p∗−p is at least 2(√p−√p∗ )2. Furthermore
2(s−1)2 ≥ (s2−1)2/(2s2) as, taking the square root of both
sides, it is seen to be equivalent to 2(s− 1) ≥ s2 − 1, which,
factoring out s− 1 from both sides, is seen to hold for s ≥ 1.
From this we have the final lower bound (p− p∗)2/(2p).
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